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PREFACE
This study· is the fourth in a series of AERU Research
Reports presenting results of Consumer Surveys for various
agricultural and horticultural products. In this study
cheese is the product under investigation and Christchurch
was the location for the survey.
The objective of the present research was to present
information on consumer purchasing and consumption patterns
and factors affecting these patterns. The results presented
are particularly timely,as the industry faces the problem of
development of a marketing strategy for the 1980 i 5 which wi 11
build on the success of the 1970's.
J.B. Dent,
Director
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SUMMARY
An interview survey was conducted among 430 randomly selected
Christchurch households during late April 1979. The objective of
the study was to obtain information about cheese purchasing and
consumption patterns and factors affecting these patterns. The
survey results can be summarised as follows.
Purchase of Cheese
Buying cheese. For the majority of households the wife
decided the types of cheese to buy and also bought the cheese.
Types bought. Ninety-six percent of the households bought
cheddar regularly; 52 percent bought processed cheese; 21 percent
specialty cheese and 35 percent cottage or cream·cheese.
Outl et used. The majority of the households bought thei r
cheese at the supermarket. There was a tendency for households in
the older age group to use the grocer as well as the supermarket.
Cheddar. Similar proportions of households bought mild and
tasty with mild being more popular in households with children.
Most households bought cheddar either once a week or once a fortnight
with the size of block bought being related to the number of occupants
in the household.
Reasons influencing choice of brand. "Taste"was seen to be
the most important influence when choosing cheddar followed by
"texture". These were followed by "on special", "the brand", "price
per kilo" and "bigger block" in that order.
Brand loyalty.
or nearly always bought
Fifty-two percent of the households always
the same brand of cheddar.
Brand knowledge. Thirty-six percent of the households had
an unprompted recall of 3 or more brand names of cheddar. Eighty-
five percent could recall at least one.
Processed cheeses. A greater proportion of households with
children bought processed cheese, with plain being more popular than
the flavoured or smoked varieties.
(viii)

Specialty cheese. Blue vein was the most popular with 12
percent buying it in the last month. Apart from parmesan none of
the other cheeses were bought regularly by more than 5 percent of
households. Blue vein, parmesan, gruyere and camembert were the
cheeses most likely to be bought in the future.
Expenditure on cheese. The average expenditure on cheese
per capita was 68¢ per week, with 90 percent of the households having
a per capita figure between 25¢ and $1.25. The average for ch"ddar
was 48¢. Per capita expenditure was higher ,for households without
children and/or 1-2 occupants.
Changes. Over half the households said they were eating more
cheddar than 2 years ago, while only 16 percent said they would buy
more in the future. The main reason given for eating more in the
future was that the children would get older. Sixteen percent of
the households said they were buying more processed cheese, 6 percent
more specialty and 20 percent more cottage or cream.
Consumption of Cheese
Cheese as a snack. The most popular way to have cheese as a
snack was by itself. Other ways in order of importance were; with
biscuits, with bread and toasted and grilled.
Times of day. The majority of households had cheese with
. lunch, smaller proportions having it with dinner or breakfast. For
non-meal times the most popular occasions were supper and afternoon
tea, followed by morning tea and pre-dinner snacks.
Use of cheese in preparation of meals. The most frequent uses
were cheese in salads and grating and sprinkling it as a garnish.
This was followed by cheese sauce, with eggs, cooked with vegetables,
in pizzas, in baking and in a fish dish ln that order. There was a
lower level of cheese use in the retired and older age group.
Cut lunches. The majority of those taking cut lunches had
cheese at least twice a week either on its own or with sandwiches.
Substitutes. Cold meat or sausage and savoury sandwich spreads
were seen as close substitutes for cheese snacks or in cut lunches.
These were followed by fresh fruit and tomatoes, celery and lettuce.
(ix)

Attitudes Towards Cheese
Meat and eggs as substitutes. Just over half of the households
agreed that cheese was a substitute for meat and/or eggs.
Cheese and dinner. In general there was a favourable attitude
to having cheese with dinner with 62 percent agreeing cheese was a
substitute for pudding and 69 percent agreeing a cheese board completes
a satisfying dinner. There was a lower level of agreement in the
tradesmen labourer occupational group and younger age group.
Value for money. The majority of households agreed that compared
with other things today cheese was good value for money with highest
level of agreement in the retired older age group.
Health value. Just over half the respondents disagreed with the
statement that too much cheese was bad for one's health, with only 29
percent agreeing.
Promotion of Cheese
Information sources. The majority of households recalled
TV advertising for cheese. Other information sources in order of
importance were; in store displays, magazines, radio, newspapers and TV
programmes.
Recall of TV advertising. Recall for TV advertising was dominated
by mention of Bruce Forsythe. This was followed by "bigger block" and
"family block".
The family block stickers. Thirty-six percent of the households
recogni sed both the new and old family block sti ckers; 44 percent the old
label only and 5 percent the new label only. Only twenty-six percent
correctly said a block of cheddar had to be 900 gms before it could have
the sti cker.
(x)

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTI ON
1.1 Purpose of the Study
Since the 1960's there has been a steady increase in the per
capita consumption of cheese in New Zealand. However, since 1975
the increase has been more rapid.
TABLE 1
Estimated Annual Consumption of
Cheese in New Zealand
Year Per Capita Total
(endin9 31 May) Consumption Consumption(kilos) (1,000 tonnes)
1965-66 3.2 8.5
66-67 3.3 8;8
67-68 3.6 9.7
68-69 4.0 11.0
69-70 4.1 11.4
70-71 4.3 12.0
71-72 4.4 12.4
72-73 4.4 12.9
73-74 4.8 14.5
74-75 5.0 15.3
75-76 5.0 15.8
76-77 6.5 20.1
77-78 7.1 22.5
78-79 8.3 26.1
Note: Does not include soft cheeses (e.9. cottage and cream
cheese)
Source: Monthly Abstract of Statistics, Dept of Statistics and
personal communication with N.Z. Dairy Board.
2.
The 1978-79 New Zealand per capitacfigure of 8.3 kg is of a
similar order to per capita figures of Australia, Canada, United
Kingdom and the United States of America, but still less than mos,t
Western European countries (see Appendix 5 ).
Since November 1971 the New Zealand Dairy Board has given
promotional support for cheese on the domestic market and since mid
1976 this support was intensified. This enabled the Dairy Board to
launch a generic promotional campaign comparable to campaigns for
many branded consumer products; the campaign was associated with a
marked increase in the per capita consumption of cheese. The
campaign's theme of "buy a bigger block" aimed at increasing the size
of the block of cheddar bought by housewives in the regular purchases
of groceri es .
The indus try now faces the problem of deve1opi ng a marketi ng
strategy for the 1980's which can build on the success of the late
1970's. An essential element of developing such a strategy is the
detailed analysis of the market and it's environment.
Although the industry has information about production and
distribution, and since 1975 detailed information about retail sales;
it has little formal information about consumer buying and consumption
patterns and consumer attitudes. Such information could help
identify the demand potential for product varieties (i .e. cheddar,
processed and specialty cheese) in the different market segments and
help assess the impact of changes in the market environment on buying
consumption and attitudes. Recent changes in the environment include:
- an increase in the marketing effort for all brands of
cheese by individual companies. This has included
packaging improvements, media advertising and point of
sale promotion.
changes in the relative prices of substitutes for cheese
(see Appendix 6).
lSupplied by Nielsen Data Service.
- the tendency for households to buy their groceries
once a week at the supermarket.
- changes in consumer eating habits with an increase in
the popularity of takeaway meals and convenience foods.
- an increase in the popularity of "health", "natural"
and vegetarian foods.
- a decline in the population with low projected rates of
i ncrease~
- changes in household composition with an increase in the
proportion of households with one or two occupants (see
Appendix 6).
- a lower average weekly wage in "real" terms since the
early 1970's:
Thus, with the agreement of the New Zealand Dairy Board, the
Agricultural Economics and Marketing Department at Lincoln College
carried out a consumer survey with the objective to personally inter-
view a random sample of 400 Christchurch households in order to
exami ne:
1. household purchasing and consumption patterns
2. factors affecting these purchasing and consumption
patterns.
1.2 Research Procedure
The sample. The
Christchurch urban area.
drawn as follows.
sample was defined as households in the
The planned sample of 430 households was
2For the latest estimates of population growth see the Monthly
Abstracts of Statistics, Dept of Statistics, July, 1979, p.3,
Table 1 and p.4, Table 3.
'For the latest estimates see the Monthly Abstracts of Statistics
Dept of Statistics, July, 1979, Table 118, p.85.
4.
1. Christchurch was divided into 58 suburbs'
2. Forty of these suburbs were randomly selected from
fi"e strata 5
3. From each suburb an address was randomly selected to
act as a starting point for 10 or 12 interviews (every
second dwelling in either direction was interviewed).
Geographical details of the achieved sample are in Appendix 2.
The guestionnaire. The final format of the questionnaire
was determined after pilot testing and redrafting. It was divided
into 13 sections with questions designed to obtain the following
i nformati on:
Section 1 - Buying: whether household eats cheese, who decides
and who buys, where it is bought.
Section 2 Buying cheddar and colby: how often mild, medium
and tasty cheddar and colby are bought, size of
blocks, awareness of family block labels, knowledge
of labels, amount spent, changes in quantity bought.
Section 3 Choice of cheddar: brand recall, reasons influencing
choice of which block, brand loyalty.
Section 4 Buying other types of cheese: frequency of buying
processed, specialty and cottage and cream cheeses,
amount spent, changes in types bought, whether bought
imported cheese, whether prepared to try sheep or
goats milk cheese.
Section 5 - Cut lunches: households taking cut lunches, who
prepares, frequency of eating cheese, ways cheese is
served, substitutes for cheese.
'The suburbs were listed in the Wises Post Office Directory (Volume
3, 1977).
5The authors' knowledge of the socio-economic status of the suburbs
was used to group the suburbs into five strata. The number of
suburbs drawn from each strata was proportional to the number in the
population.
5.
Section 7
Secti on 6 •
Section 13
- Consumption at home: frequency of having with bi scuits,
bread, toas ted a.nd grill ed, by i tsel f, meals and
snacks wi th cheese, who eats snacks, 'substi tutes.
Cheese in preparation of meals and baking: frequency
of use, who prepares.
- Storage: how and where.
- Attitudes towards cheese.
- Takeaway meals and meals without meat or fish.
Reasons for not eati ng cheese:
Promotion: media recall, knowledge of TV advertising,
hours of TV watched.
- Household characteristics.
8
9
10
11
12 -
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
A copy of the questionnaire is included as Appendix 1.
The interviews. The interviews were carried out during the
last week of April with the majority on Saturday morning or early
afternoon. The team of interviewers was made up of 39 senior students
and 2 staff members. The senior students obtained prior interviewing
experience through pilot testing and a training session. The
interviews were checked with telephone callbacks.
The analysis. The data were coded and edited for computer
analysis. Responses were tabulated and estimates were derived for
expenditure on cheese. The analysis involved examining the marginal
frequencies for the variables (i.e. questions) and relationships
between variables. Chi square tests were used to examine whether
there were statistically significant relationships between the
variables 6.
1.3 Characteristics of the Sample
In order to examine whether the achieved sample was representa-
tive of the population from which it was drawn, socio economic
characteristics were compared between sample and census data.
6The 90 percent confidence level was used to test the various hypo-
theses about relationships between variables.
6.
The sample figures were similar to the national figures except
for a slightly larger proportion of households in the clerical, sales,
service group and a smaller proportion in the tradesmen labourer
group. There was also a slightly larger proportion of households
with 4 or less occupants (Table 2).
7.
TABLE 2
Sample Characteristics
Household Characteristics Survey
Sample
%
New leal and
Cel1sus a ·
(excl. agric. workers)
%
(il Occupation of Head of Household
Professional and Managerial
Cl eri ca1, Sales and Servi ce
Tradesmen and Labourer
Retired and Other
Valid Responsesb 425
(ii ) Age of Head of Householdc
Less than 25 years
25-34 years
35-44 years
45-54 years
55-64 years
Older than 64 years
Valid Responses 420
(iii) Household Composition
1-2 occupants
3-4 occupants
More than 4
Valid Responses 426
18.6 15.4
26.8 21.3
27.3 33.9
27.3 29.4
100.0 100.0
9.5 7.2
22.4 23.9
17.8 18.3
16.2 18.7
18.5 15.6
15.5 16.3
100.0 100.0
45.1 44.1
37.8 34.3
17.1 21.6
--
100.0 100.0
a
b
Source: 1976 N.l. Census of Population and Dwellings, except for Age
which was based on the N.l. Household Survey Report, Dept of
Statistics. 1976-77.
Invalid responses occurred when the respondent did not provide an
answer to the question or when the response was recorded incorrectly.
c Age of person who usually buys the groceries was taken as equivalent
to the age of the head of household.
8.
CHAPTER 2
HOUSEHOLD PURCHASING PATTERNS
2.1 Buying Cheese
Households eating cheese. Of the 430 households interviewed 419
(97.4 percent) used cheese 7 •
Who decides and who buys. In the majority of households the wife
decided what types of cheese to buy and also bought the cheese (Table 3).
TABLE 3
Who Oecides What Types of Cheese
to Buy and Who Buys
Wife
Husband
Wife and Husband
Parents or Children
Single Male or Female
Other
Valid Responses
Person Who Deci des Person ~Jho Buys
% %.
60.0 67.4
6.7 6.7
12.9 10.6
5.8 1.4
13.4 12.7
1.2 1.2
100.0 100.0
417 417
Types bought. Ninety-six percent of the households had bought
cheddar in the last month; 52 percent processed; 21 percent specialty
and 35 percent cottage and creams. Thirty-one percent had bought cheddar
exclusively in the last month (Table 4).
7
S
For the remainder of the report households that served cheese wi 11 be
referred to as "tne households".
See Appendix 3 for classification of processed and specialty cheeses.
9.
TABLE 4
Types of Cheese Bought
(i) Frequency of
Buying
Cheddar Processed Specialty Cottage/Cream
Last month
Last 6 months
Last 2 years
Longer or never
%
'15.7
2.2
1.0
1.1
100.0
%
52.0
18.9
6.4
22.7
100.0
%
21. 0
13.8
6.7
58.5
100.0
%
34.8
22.2
6.2
36.8
100.0
(ii) Types Bought in Last Month
Cheddar only
Cheddar and:-
Processed, Specialty, Cottage and Cream
Specialty, and Cottage and Cream
Processed and Specialty
Processed and Cottage and Cream
Processed
Speci aHy
Cottage and Cream
Valid Responses 419
%
30.8
20.8 .
4.8
5.7
0.0
25.5
3.1
9.3
100.0
Outlet Used. Eighty-six percent of the households had bought
cheese at a supermarket; 16 percent at a grocer, 9 percent at a dairy;
4 percent at a delicatessen; 5 percent at a wholesaler and 11 percent
at a cheese factory·. Apart from a larger proportion of older people
buying at a grocer and the middle age group at a cheese factory there was
little difference in buying patterns for the age and occupation
characteristics (See Appendix 8, Table 43).
• The percentages do not add to 100 percent because some households had
used more than one outlet.
10.
2.2 Cheddar and Colby Purchases
Types bought. Similar proportions of households bought mild
and tasty cheddar in the last month with only small proportions buying
medium cheddar and colby (Table 5).
TABLE 5
Types of Cheddar and Colby Bought
Bought in 1ast Mild Medi urn Tasty ColbyCheddar Cheddar Cheddar
% % % %
Months 49.6 18.9 46.5 15.8
6 Months 6.9 8.6 6.7 10.0
2 Years 2.9 3.3 4.1 3.6
Longer or never 40.6 69.2 42.7 70.6
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Va1i d Res ponses 419.
A greater proportion of households with children bought mild
and medium cheddar and colby (Table 6). However, there were no
clear differences for the occupational and age groups except for a
tendency for the retired and older age group to buy tasty (see
. Appendix 8, Table 44).
TABLE 6
Types of Cheddar Bought by Whether
Household Has Children
Bought in Last Month
Mild
Medi urn
Tasty
Colby
Val id Responses
No Children Children
% %
43.7 58.1
16.7 21.7
52.3 39.7
13.4 19.0
239 179
11.
Frequency of buyinq. The majority of households bought cheddar
once a week or every two weeks (Table 7).
TABLE 7
Frequency of Buying Cheddar and Colby
Frequency
More than once/week
Once/week
2 Weeks
3 Weeks - 1 month
Longer
Val id Responses 416
%
4.1
46.2
30.0
16.1
3.6
100.0
There was a tendency for 1arger households to shop more fre-
quently (Table 8).
TABLE 8
Frequency of Buying by Household Size
Frequency 1-2 3-4 Over 4Occupants Occupants Occupants
% % %
Once a week or more 31. 7 59.4 75.3
2 weeks 36.7 28.1 17.8
Longer 31. 7 .12.5 6.8
100.0 100.0 100.0
Va1id Responses 413
Sizes bought. The majority of households with 3 or more occu-
pants usually bought 600 g - 1 kilo blocks, while for households with
1-2 occupants there was a tendency to buy smaller sizes. Only a
small number of households bought blocks over 1 kilo (Table 9).
12.
TABLE 9
Size of Block Bought by Household Size
Size 1-2 3-4 5 or more AllOccupants Occupants Occupants Households
% % % %
2-300 gms 26.4 7.6 1.4 14.7
4-500 gms 17.8 12.7 11.1 14.5
6-800 gms 26.3 33.5 31.0 30.4
900 gms - 1 kilo 17.8 41.8 52.8 32.8
l~ - 2 kilos 2.2 1.3 1.4 1.7
::- 2 kilos 5.6 3.8 4.2 4.6
Val id Responses 180 158 72 412
The 600 gm - 1 kilo blocks were more popular with households in
the professional, managerial and clerical, sales and service occupa-
tional groups and middle and younger age groups (s~e Appendix 8 Table
45): °Al so greater numbers of "medium" and "heavy" cheddar users
bought these sizes (Table 10).
TABLE 10
Size of Block Bought by Quantity of Cheddar Bought
Size II Rarell "Light" "Medium" "Heavy"
% % % %
2-300 gms 33.3 18.9 9.5 6.6
4-500 gms 30.0 14.3 13.3 11. 7
6-800 gms 20.0 32.0 29.8 36.1
900 gms - 1 kilo 13.3 29.5 41.9 29.5
1~ - 2 kil os 0.0 0.7 0.6 6.6
~2 kilos 3.3 4.0 3.7 8.2
Valid Responses 30 149 161 62
Notes: (i ) Rare User 1-19c per capita expenditure on cheddar per week
Light" 20-39c " " " " " " "
Medium" 40-69c " " " " " " "
Heavy" over 69c" " " " " " "
(i i ) The percentages do not add to 100 percent because
households may buy more than one size.
10 It was necessary to control for number of occupants in the household
to test these hypotheses.
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2.3 Choosing Cheddar
Reasons influencing choice. Respondents were read a list of
reasons that might influence their choice of which block of cheddar they
would buy. At the same time they were handed a 7 point scale and asked
to indicate the importance of the reasons. The scale was:
Very Quite Slightly Slightly Quite CompletelyNei ther Un- Un- Un-Important Important Important important important important
I I I I I I I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
A comparison of the frequency of responses indicated that "taste"
was clearly seen to be the most important reason with the majority of
respondents regarding it to be "very" or"quite" important. "Texture" was
seen to be the next most important reason followed by "on special", "the
brand", "price per kilo" and "bigger block" in that orderll (Table 11).
Except for larger proportions of the retired occupational group
and older age group regarding "bigger block" as unimportant there was 1ittle
difference in the responses for the different age and occupational groups.
(see Appendix 8, Table 46). However, there was a higher level of agree-
ment for all of the attributes among the "medium" and "heavy" users of
cheddar (see Appendix 8, Table 47).
11 Not all the brands of cheddar displayed the "family block" sticker
at the time of the survey.
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TABLE 11
Reasons Influencing Choice of Block of Cheddar
(il Absolute
"Taste" "Texture" "On "The "Price "BiggerPercentages Special" Brand" Per Kil 0" Block"
% % % % %
1. Very Important 47.8 21. 9 28.4 16.9 17.1 11.9
2. Quite Important 39.6 41.3 27 .3. 24.0 27.0 27.8
3. Slightly Important 6.2 12.0 14.4 19.7 14.6 15.9
4. Neither Important
nor Unimportant 2.7 8.2 6.8 9.8 9.3 8.8
5. Slightly
Unimportant 0.7 3.8 6.6 8.6 9.1 8.8
6. Quite Unimportant 1.5 6.6 8.1 11.6 12.3 13.4
7. Completely
Unimportant 1.5 6.1 8.4 9.3 10.6 13.4
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(i il Cumulative
Percentages
1. Very Important 47.8 21. 9 28.4 16.9 17.1 11.9
2. Quite Important 87.3 63.3 55.7 40.9 44.1 39.6
3. Slightly Important 93.5 75.3 70.1 60.6 58.7 55.6
4. Neither Important
nor Unimportant 96.3 83.4 n.o 70.5 68.0 64.4
5. Slightly
Unimportant 97.0 87.2 83.5 79.0 n .1 73.2
6. Quite Unimportant 98.5 93.9 91.6 90.7 89.4 86.6
7. Completely
Unimportant 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Va 1id Responses 396
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Other reasons influencing choice. Respondents were then asked if
there was anything else they thought that was important when choosing a
block of cheddar. Twenty-four percent of respondents gave additional
reasons (Table 12).
TABLE 12
Other Reasons Influencing Choice of Block
Reason
"Looks Fresh"
"Packa2 i ng"
"Brands Keepi ng Qua 1Hy"
"Consistency in Quality"
"Greater Avai labi 1Hy"
llColour ll
"Cutting Quality"
"Other Reasons"
Valid Responses 100
%
24.0
16.0
13.0
9.0
6.0
5.0
5.0
22.0
100.0
Brand loyalty. Twenty-eight percent of the respondents indicated
they always bought the same brand of cheddar; 24 percent nearly always
(2 out of 3 times), 13 percent sometimes, and 35 percent never. Brand
loyalty did not vary with any of the household characteristics (i.e.
occupation, age, number of occupants), although there was a higher level
of loyalty for "medium" and "heavy" users of cheddar (Table 13 ).
TABLE 13
Brand Loyalty by Quantity of Cheddar Consumed
Rare User Light User Medi um User Heavy User
% % % %
Loyal 54.8 63.9 65.6 69.5
Not Loyal 45.2 36.1 34.4 30.5
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Valid Responses 31 147 163 59
Note: Loyal Users IIAl ways ll, "Nearly Always" or IISometimes ll bought thesame brand.
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Brand knowledge. Eighty-five percent of the respondents recalled
at least one brand of cheddar correctly without prompting, with 36 percent
12
recalling 3 or more brands. After prompting 97 percent of. the households
recalled at least one brand and seventy-seven percent 3 or more (Table 14 ).
TABLE 14
Recall of Brand Names for Cheddar
Number of
Brands Recalled
o
1
2
3
4-5
6-7
8-9
10 or more
Unprompted
%
15.0
21. 5
27.4
18.4
12.9
2.4
2.4
0.0
100.0
Total Prompted
and Unprompted
%
2.9
4.5
9.3
6.0
16.7
17.2
34.1
19.4
100.0
Valid Responses 419
Note: See Appendix 8 Table 48 for recall of individual brands.
The average number of brands recalled unpromptedl3 was highest
for the professional, managerial and clerical, sales and service
occupational groups and the younger and middle age groups (Table 15).
12 These results are similar to brand recall for wine; eightysix percent
of wine drinkers recall at least one brand and thirtytwo percent
three or more. See "Wine: A Consumer Survey of Christchurch
Households". AERU Research Report No 79, September, 1977, p. 33.
13 Prompted recall is when the interviewer read out the brand names which
had not been given.
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TABLE 15
Av~rage Number of Brands Recalled
by Occupation and Age of Head of Household
Professional Clerical Tradesmen
(i) Occupation and Sales and and Retired Other
Managerial Service Labourer
Unprompted Recall 2.5 2.6 2.1 1.9 1.8
Tota1 Reca 11 6.6 6.8 6.5 5.8 5.9
Valid Responses 79 112 116 90 18
(ii) Age Under 25 Yrs 25-34 Yrs 35-49 Yrs 50-64 Yrs Over 64 Yrs
Unprompted Recall
Tota1 Reca 11
Valid Responses
2.4
6.3
40
2.4
6.8
94
2.1
6.7
106
2.4
6.3
110
1.6
5.5
60
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2.4 Other Types of Cheese
Processed cheese. Thirty percent of the households had bought
plain processed cheese in the last month; 16 percent had bought smoked
. and 23 percent flavoured (Table 16).
TABLE 16
Types and Frequency of Buying Processed Cheese
Frequency of Buying
Last month
Last 6 months
Last 2 years
Longer or never
Plain Smoked Flavoured
% % %
29.8 16.2 22.7
14.3 16.7 15.8
7.6 6.2 9.5
48.2 60.9 52.0
100.0 100.0 100.0
Valid Responses 419
Specialty cheeses. Blue vein was the most popular of the
specialty cheeses with 12 percent of households buying it in the
last month. Apart from parmesan none of the other specialty cheeses
were bought regularly by more than 5. percent of the households (Table
17).
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TABLE 17
Types and Freque~cy of Buying Specialty Cheese
Frequency of Buying Blue Vein Camembert Cheshire Danbo Edam Erbo
% % % % % %
Last month 12.2 1.9. 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.2
Last 6 months 8.4 2.9 0.7 2.9 1.9 1.2
Last 2 years 6.4 3.1 1.7 2.1 1.2 1.7
Longer or never 73.0 92.1 96.2 93.6 95.7 95.9
--' --
--100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Frequency of ~uying Fetta Gouda Gruyere Havarti Parmesan Romano
% % % % 'L %.,
Last month 2.6 2.9 4.3 0.2 5.3 1.0
Last 6 months 3.1 3.8 5.0 0.2 . 6.2 0.7
Last 2 years 1.9 3.3 3..6 1.2 2.6 0.7
Longer or never 92.4 90.0 87.1 98.3 85.9 97.6
--
--100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Va 1i d Res ponses 419
Cottage and cream cheese. Thirty percent of the households had
bought cottage cheese in the last month and 17 percent had bought cream
cheese (Table 18).
TABLE 18
Frequency of Buying Cottage and Cream Cheese
Frequency of Buying Cottage Cheese Cream Cheese
% %
Last month 30.1 16.5
Last 6 months 17.7 16.0
Last 2 years 4.5 3.8
Longer or never 47.7 63.7
100.0 100.0
Valid Responses 419
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Household characteristics. A larger proportion of households
with children regularly bought processed, cottage and cream cheese.
This was not the case for specialty cheese (Table 19).
TABLE 19
Other Types of Cheese Bought by
Whether Household Has Children
Bought in Last Month Households with Households withNo Children Children
Processed
Speci alty
Cottage and Cream
Valid Responses
%
48.5
22.2
32.6
239
%
56.7
19.4
37.8
180
There was also a tendency for households in the younger age groups
. to regularly buy processed cheese and specialty cheese: for cottage
and cream cheese the pattern was not as clear. Except for a larger
proportion of the professional and managerial group buying specialty
and cottage and cream cheese there were no clear differences between
the occupational groups (See Appendix 8, Table 49).
There were no clear relationships between the quantity of cheddar
bought and the regular purchases of other types of cheese.
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Imported cheese. Fifteen percent of the households had bought
imported cheese in the last two years. Larger proportions of these
were in the professiohalmanageri·al,clerfca'l 'siilesaniFsei'IHce
occupati onalgroups ,and the middl eagegroups (Tab] e ,2Q).
TABLE 20
Imported Cheese by.Octupation and
Age of Head of Household'
Profess i ona 1 Clerical Tradesmen
(i ) Occupa ti on and Sales and and Retired Other
Managerial Service Labourer
Bought in Las t 2 Years % % % % %
Yes 26.4 22.0 9..2 5.8 16.7
No 73.6 . 78.0 90.8 94.2 83.3
-- -- --
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Va1i d Responses 72 100 109 86 18
,
"Under 25-34 35c 49 . 50-64 Over( i i ) Age 25 Yrs Yrs Yrs ' Yrs 64 Yrs
Bought in last 2Year's % % % % %
Yes 5.4 23.8 21.0 15;1 3;5
No 94.6 76.3 79.0 84.9 96.5
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Valid Responses 37 80 100 106 57
'.' ,"
There was no clear relationship between quantity of cheddar bought
and purchase of imported cheese.
2.5 Expenditure on Cheese
Weekly household expenditure. The average weekly expenditure on
cheese was $1.92 with over 90 percent of the households spending between
SOc and $3, while for cheddar and colby the average was $1.39 with ·over
80 percent spending between SOc and $3 per week; . Very few households
spent more than a doll ar a week on ei ther processed, speci alty or cottage
and cream cheeses (Table,21).
"" ;."
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TABLE 21
Distribution of Household Expenditure on Cheese
Amount Spent
Per Week
a
1c - 49c
50c - 99c
$1.00 - 1.49
$1.50 - 1.99
$2.00 - 2.49
$2.50 - 2.99
$3.00 or more
Valid Responses
Cheddar Processed Speci alty Cottage AllaColby Cream Cheese
% % % % %
0.0 23.6 58.7 39.4 0.0
8.5 52.5 31.0 44.7 3.3
23.5 17 .9 6.9 13.1 17.5
23.3 4.3 2.8 1.7 22.6
17.7 1.7 0.4 0.7 16.8
18.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.3
3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0
5.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.5
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
412
aAll cheese includes cheddar/colby, processed specialty and cottage/cream
Per capita expenditure. The average expenditure per capita was 68c
per week, with 90 percent of the households spending between 25c and
$1.25, while for cheddar the average was 48c. Very few households had a
per capita expenditure on processed, specialty or cottage and cream cheese
of more than 50¢ (Table 22).
TABLE 22
Distribution of Per Capita Expenditure on Cheese
Amount Spent
Per Week
a
Ie - 24c
25c - 49c
50c - 74c
75c - 99c
$1. 00 1. 24
$1. 25 or more
Valid Responses
Cheddar Processed Speci alty Cottage AllColby Cream Cheese
% % % % %
0.5 23.6 58:7 39.4 0.0
14.6 49.9 28.5 43.4 5.0
39.8 25.5 9.4 15.3 32.3
31. 7 2.9 1.7 1.2 30.8
5.4 0.5 1.0 0.5 16.8
5.1 0.5 0.0 0.0 6.8
2.9 0.0 0.7 0.2 8.3
--
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
412
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Socio-economic characteristics. Households without children and
with 1-2 occupants tended to have a higher per capita expenditure
(Table 23). However, there was little variation between households in
the different occupati ona1 and age groups (see Appendi x 8, Table 50).
TABLE 23
Average Weekly per Capita Expenditure on
Cheese by Household Composition
Households without
children
Househo1ds with
chil dren
All Households
1-2
Occupants
82c (1ll)
82c (173)
3-4
Occupants
60c (51)
59c (104)
59c (155)
Over 4
Occupants
SIc (67)
54c (ll)
All
Households
78c (226)
56c (173)
68c (399)
Note: The numbers in brackets are the number of valid responses.
Averages were not included when there were only several responses.
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2.6 Changes in Cheese Purchases
Cheddar. Fifty-one percent of the households said they were
eating more cheddar than two years ago; 12 percent were eating less
and 37 percent about the same. This compared with 16 percent who said
they would buy more in the future; 5 percent would buy less and 79
p~rcent about the same. "Change in eating habits", "More and differ-
ent uses", "Household size changes", and "Children getting older" were
the main reasons given for eating more, while "Household getting
smaller" and "Health and diet reasons" were the main reasons given
for eating less (Table 24).
TABLE 24
Reasons for Changing Cheddar Consumption
Reasons
Eating More
(i) In (ii)
Last 2 Yrs
In (i )
Future
Eating Less
In (ii). In
Last 2 Yrs Future
% % % %
Change in Eating
Habits 20.4 5.1 15.2 6.3
More or Different
Uses 17.7 13.6 0.0 0.0
Household Size
Changes 13.3 18.6 50.0 62.5
Children Getting
52.4Older 30.4 2.2 6.3
Hea lth/ Di et
Reasons 3.9 3.4 23.9 12.5
Promotion/
Advertising 3.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
Pri ce of
Substitute Foods 2.8 1.7 6.5 12.5
Other Reasons. 7.7 5.1 2.2 0.0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Valid Responses 181 59 46 16
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Other types of cheese. Sixteen percent of the households indi-
cated they were buying more processed cheese than two years ago; 6
percent were buying more specialty and 20 percent more cottage or cream
cheese.
Larger proportions of the clerical sales service occupational
group and the middle age group had bought more processed cheese. No
clear differences were revealed for specialty or cottage and cream
cheese (Table 25).
TABLE 25
Occupation and Age of Head of Households
Buying More of Other Types of Cheese
(i) Occupati on
Processed
Speci alty
Cottage/Cream
Va1i d Responses
(i i) Age
Processed
Specia lty
Cottage/Cream
Va 1i d Res ponses
Professional
and
Manageri a1
%
13.9
8.9
25.3
79
Under
25 Yrs
%
10.0
7.5
27.5
40
Clerical
Sales and
Service
%
20.5
4.5
19.6
112
25-34
Yrs
%
22.3
7.4
20.2
94
Tradesmen
and
Labourer
%
16.4
5.2
19.0
116
35-49
Yrs
%
20.8
5.7
21.7
106
Retired
%
12.2
6.7
13.3
90
50-64
Yrs
%
12.7
5.5
18.2
110
Other
%
11.1
5.6
33.3
18
Over
64 Yrs
%
6.7
3.3
13.3
60
NOTE: . The percentages of households in the different age and occupational
groups.
The ma in reasons gi ven for buyi ng more of these other types of
cheese were "Eating habits change" (34 percent); "More and different
uses" (28 percent); and "Health and diet reasons" (21 percent).
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Types of specialty cheese which will be bought in the future.
Those respondents that had bought specialty cheeses were then asked
which types they intended to buy in the future. The most popular
were blue vein, parmesan, gruyere, camembert and cheshire (Table 26).
TABLE 26
Types of Specialty Cheese Which Will
be Bought in the Future
Type %HouseholdsBuyi ng Specialty Cheese in Future
Blue Vein 51.1
Camembert 14.6
Cheshire 11. 2
Denbo 5.6
Edam 5.6
Erbo 4.5
Fetta 9.0
Gouda 7.9
Gruyere 21.3
Havarti 1.1
Parmesan 31.5
Romano 1.1
Valid Responses 89
NOTE: up to 3 responses were recorded from any respondent.
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Goat and sheep milk cheese. Respondents were asked if they
would be prepared to try cheeses made from goat or sheep's milk.
Seventy-one percent said they would, 25 would not and 4 percent were
undediced. Greater proportions in the middle and younger age groups
were willing (Table 27).
TABLE 27
Households Willing to Try Sheep and Goat Milk Cheese
By Occupation and Age of Head of Household
Profess iona1 Clerical Tradesmen(i) Occupation and Sales and and Retired OtherManagerial Service Labourer
% % % % %
Willing 72.7 81.4 76.7 63.5 77 .8
Not Willing 27.3 18.6 23.4 36.5 22.2
---
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Val id Responses 77 102 111 85 18
(ii) Age Under 25-34 35-49 50-64 Over25 Yrs Yrs Yrs Yrs 64 Yrs
% % % % %
Wi 11 i ng 75.0 . 87.8 81.0 61.8 64.3
Not Will i ng 25.0 12.2 19.0 38.2 35.7
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Valid Responses 40 90 100 102 56
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CHAPTER 3
HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION AND STORAGE PATTERNS
3.1 Consumption at Home
Ways consumed. Forty-three percent of the households consumed
cheese by itself most days, 32 percent had it with biscuits, 27 percent
had it with bread and 18 percent had it toasted or grilled. The
majority of the households had cheese in all of these ways in the last
year (Table 28).
Frequency
Most days
Twice weekly
Weekly
Fortnightly
Monthly
Longer
Never
Valid Responses
TABLE 28
Ways Cheese is Consumed
By With Toasted With
ltseIf Bread or Gri 11 ed Biscuits
% % % %
42.9 26.7 18.2 31.9
18.7 21.6 27.1 27.1
9.4 16.3 27.8 12.2
5.5 5.0 10.8 7.0
3.4 2.6 6.5 8.9
4.5 4.3 2.9 3.6
15.6 23.3 6.7 9.3
-- --
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
417
Times of day. Twenty-three percent of the households had had
cheese with breakfast in the last year, 81 percent with lunch and
36 percent with the evening meal. For non-meal times 53 percent had
served it in the morning, 65 percent in the afternoon, 36 as a pre-dinner
snack and 73 percent with supper.
The most popular way to have cheese with breakfast was toasted and
grilled; for lunch it was with bread or toasted and grilled and for dinner
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toasted and grilled. For non-meal times the most popular ways were
having cheese with biscuits, or having it by itself, and for supper
toasted and grilled (Table 29).
TABLE 29
Times of Day When Cheese is Served by Way Served
With With' Toasted By ItselfBiscuits Bread Grill ed
% % % %
(il Meal Times
Breakfast 2.1 5.7 15.3 7.2
Lunch 25.5 55.8 49.6 29.1
Evening Meal 9.1 9.3 22.0 13.1
. (i i ) Non-Meal Times
Morning 32.2 6.2 7.9 36.8
Afternoon 39.1 10.5 9.8 42.7
Pre-dinner 11. 7 3.8 6.4 29.8
Supper 48.2 10.3 37.9 37.9
Valid Responses 419
NOTE: Percentages are of those households eating cheese.
A greater proportion of households with children had served cheese
for breakfast and lunch and the non-meal times (except supper) (see Table 30).
There were no clear differences between households in the different
occupation and age groups except for a smaller proportion of the retired
older age group having cheese with supper (see Appendix 8, Table 51).
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TABLE 30
Times of Day When Cheese is Served
by Whether Household has Children
Meal Times
Breakfast
Lunch
Eveni ng Meal
Households With
No Children
%
20.9
77 .8
38.1
Househo1ds With
Chil dren
%
27.2
90.6
37.2
Non-Mea 1 Times
Morning
Afternoon
Pre-dinner
Supper
Valid Responses
49.0 61.1
61.1 73.3
35.1 40.0
74.1 76.1
239 180
Who eats the snacks. In the majority of households the whole
family consumed the cheese snacks at different times of the day.
Snacks were classified as non-meal time uses (see question 6 of
Append i x 1).
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,3.2Useof,Cheese,in.Prepa.ration of Meals and in Baking
WaysUsed;Tf1~rndst frequent uses were cheese in salads and
grating it and sprinkling<H aSia garnish. These Were fOllowed by cheese
sauce, with eggs, cooked wHh'veg,etables, in pizzas. in'bilk1ng and in a
fish dish, in that order (see Table 31). Other uses mentioned included
in a meat dish (3 percent of households), soup (1 percent), fondues
(1 percent) and dips (1 percent).
TABLE 31
Ways Cheese Used in the Preparation of Meals
Cheese Salad Grated Cheese Sauce With EggsFrequency in Summer Sprinkled Macaroni or ( eg Omel ette,as: Garnish Spaghetti Souffles)
% % % %
Most days 30.5 6.5 1.0 0.5
Twi ceWeekly 29.1 17.7 7.9 7.7
Weekly 14.9 22.5 25.7 18.7
Fortnightly 2.6 13.4 19.0 19.7
Monthly 4.6 9.4 15.1 18.0
Longer 2.6 9.9 10,6 1l.5
Never 15.6 20.6 20.7 24.0
--
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 '
"Used at 1east
weekly" 74.5 46.7 34:6 26.9
Cooked With
Frequency Vegetables In Pizzas In Baking In Fish Dish
% '% % %
Most days 2.2 1.2 1.0 0.5
Twice Weekly 9.9 2.9 3.4 3.1
Weekly 13.9 15.9 12.2 7.4
Fortnightly 11. 5 17.6 12.5 11. 3
Monthly 11. 5 18.3 16.5 12.5
Longer 9:9 11.1 17.5 14.0
Never 41.1 33.0 36.9 51.1
100,.0 100.0 1,00.0 100.0
"Used ,at least
weekly" 26.0 20.0 16.6 11.0
Valid Responses 417
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Soci o"economi c cha racteri s ti cs. The soc i o~economic characteri st i cs
of households ,using cheese indifferent ways are tabylated in Appendix
8, Table 52, In general there was. a lo\:,erlevel .of use in the retired
group and older age groups. For baking there was also a lower level
of use in the younger age group.
Who prepares. The wife was the person.who usually prepareci the
cheese dishes in eighty-five percent of the households, while in the
remaining 15 percent it was shared bet\:,e~n the wife, husband and
children.
3.3 Cheese in Cut Lunches
Househo 1ds havi ng cut lunches. Sixty-one percent of the househo Ids
had someone regularly taking a cut lunch, with 24 percent having one,
person, 18 percent two, 10 percent.three, and 9 percent 3 or more.
Cheese in cut lunches. Of those having cut lunches 54 percent
had cheese 3 or more times a week, 25 percent twice a week and 13 once a
week. Eighty-five percent had cheese on its own, 75 percent in sandwiches
and 23 percent with biscuits.
Who prepares the cut lunches. In 77 percent of the household~4
the wife usually prepared the cut lunch, in 9 percent the husband and in
the rema i ni ng househo Ids adults and chil dren carri ed out the prepa ra'i:i on.'
3.4 Substitutes for Cheese
Cut lunches .. Respondents were asked if cheese was not available
for a cut lunch what would they serve instead. Fifty percent of the
respondents mentioned cold meat or sausage, 40 percent savoury sandwich
fi 11 i ngs (e. g. rna rmi te), 29 percent fresh frui t, 22 percent vegetables
(e.g. tomato, celery, etc), 18 percent sweet sandwich fillings, 9 percent
eggs, 7 percent sweet biscuits and cake. Other substitutes mentioned.
were tinned fish, dried fruit and yoghurt.
Snacks at home. Respondents were also asked if there was no cheese
in the house what would they have instead as a snack. Thirty-five percent
menti oned sa voury spreads, e. g. marml te; 34 percent fresh frui t; 22 percent
vegetables, e.g. tomatoes, celery, lettuce; 17 percent sweet biscuits;
15 percent sweet spreads'; 14 percent cold meat/sausages; 8 percent eggs;
7 percent cake and 5 percent dried fruit. Other substitutes mentioned
were soup, sardines and other tinned fish.
14Househol ds wi thhusband and wi fe·.
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Meals Without Meat or Fish. Forty-eight percent of the
households did not always have meat or fish with the main meal of
the day. Eight percent of these households did not have meat or
fish meals most days; 17 percent twice weekly; 26 percent weekly;
13 percent fortnightly; 9 percent monthly and the remaining 25
percent less often. There ~ere no clear differences between the
occupational and age groups.
Takeaways as the main meal of the day. Fifty percent of the
households had takeaways as the main meal of the day in the last year.
Greater proportions of these were households with children and in the
younger age groups (Table 32 ).
TABLE 32
Takeaways by Occupation and Age of Head of Household
(i ) Occupation Profes s i ona1 Clerical Tradesmen
and Sales and and Retired Other
Managerial Service Labourer
Households with: % % % % %
No Children 38.5 43.5 45.5 20.0 70.7
Chil dren 77 .8 65.6 69.2 0.0 66.7
A11 Households 57.3 56.1 59.6 21.7 68.8
Valid Responses 75 107 109 83 16
(i i) Age Under 25-34 35-49 50-64 Over25 Yrs Yrs Yrs Yrs 65 Yrs
Households with: % % % % %
No Children 70.0 59.1 48.0 25.6 18.5
Chil dren 87.5 68.1 72.6 38.5
A11 Households 73.7 65.9 66.3 27.2 18.6
Valid Responses 38 91 98 103 55
Note: Percentages have not been calculated where there was only
one occupant.
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Types of takeaways. Fish and chips was the most popular takeaway
meal. (Table 33).
Weekly'
Fortnightly
Monthly
Longer
Never
Valid Responses
TABLE 33
Different .Types of Takeaway Meals
Fish & Chips Chicken Hamburgers Chinese Pizzas
% % % % %
26.3 2.5 6.6 L5 2.5 .
2L 7 4.5 5.6 2.0 3;0
2L2 18.2 10.6 9.1 7.6
19.2 36.4 19.2 24.1 17.3
1L6 38.4 58.1 6L6 69.5
--
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
198
Note: The percentages are of those households having takeaway' meals.
3.5 Storing Cheese
Where it is kept. Ninety-nine percent of the households kept the
cheese in a refrigerator.
How it is kept. Seventy-seven percent of the households kept their
cheese in the original wrap. Of the 33 percent that removed it from its
original wrap, 72 percent kept it in a.plastic bag, 13 percent a plastic
container, and 4 percent a cheese dish with a lid. A large proportion
of households that kept cheese in its original wrap also kept it in a
plastic bag or.used glad wrap to cover it.
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CHAPTER 4
ATTITUDES TOWARDS CHEESE
4.1 Meat and Eggs as Substitutes
Respondents were shown a card with ~ix attitude statements.
The first two were:
1. CHEESE IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR MEAT
2. CHEESE IS A SUBSTITUTE FOR EGGS.
They were then shown a fi ve poi nt scale as follows:
Agree
Strongly
1
Agree
2
Di sagree
Undecided Di sagree Strongly
r I f
3 4 5
and asked to indicate the point on the scale which best described their
feelings about each statement.
Over half of the respondents agreed with the two statements butwith
a slightly higher level of agreement with statement 2 (Table 34 ).
TABLE 34
Attitudes Towards Meat and Eggs as Substitutes
Ranki ng 1) Cheese is a 2) Cheese is a
substitute for meat substitute for eggs
% %
1) Agree strongly 12.2 7.9
2) A9 ree 40.8 47.7
3) Undecided 8.4 14.4
4) Disagree 32.6 26.1
5) Di sagree strongly 6.0 3.8
100.0 100.0
Agree (1+2) 53.0 55.6
Disagree (4+5) 38.6 29.9
Valid Responses 417
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There was little difference in the level of response for the
households in the different occupational' and age groups (see Appendix
8, Table 53). However, 'rare' users showed a lower level of agreement
(see Appendix 8, Table 54).
4.2 Cheese and Dinner
The next two statements were:
3. CHEESE CAN BE USED IN PLACE OF PUDDINGS
4. A CHEESE BOARD COMPLETES A SATISFYING DINNER.
There was a higher level of agreement for both of these statements
than for the previous two statements with statement 4 being aboye
statement 3. (Tab1e 35).
TABLE 35
Attitudes'Towards Having Cheese with Dinner
Ranking 3) Cheese is asubstitute for pudding,
4) A cheeSe board completes
a satisfying dinner
Agree strongly
Agree
Undecided
Disagree
Disagree strongly
Agree (1+2)
Disagree (4+5)
% %
8.6 14.4
53.5 55.0
8.4 10.3
25.2 19.5
4.3 0.7
100.0 100.0
, ;"
62.1 69.4
29.5 20.2
Valid Responses 417
The lowest level of agreement f'or both statements was in the
tradesmen and labourer and "other" occupational groups and under 25 year
old age group (see Appendi x 8, Table 53). There was 1i ttl e di fference in the
level of agreement between the "rare" "light" "medium" and "heilvy" ~sers
(see Appendix 8, Table 54).
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4.3 Value for Money
The next statement was
5) COMPARED WITH OTHER THINGS TODAY, CHEESE IS GOOD VALUE FOR MONEY
The majority of respondents agreed with this statement (see
Table 36) with the highest level of agreement in the retired older
group (see Appendix 8, Table 53). The level of agreement did not
vary with the amount of cheese used (see Appendix 8, Table 54).
4.4 Health Value
The last statement was:
6) TOO MUCH CHEESE IS BAD FOR ONE'S HEALTH
Over half of the respondents disagreed with this statement, 19
percent were undecided and 29 percent agreed (Table 36). The level
of agreement did not vary between the different occupational and age
groups, or the amount of cheese used (see Appendix 8, Table 53,54).
TABLE 36
Attitudes Towards Health Value and Value for Money
Ranking
1) Agree strongly
2) Agree
3) Undecided
4) Disagree
5) Disagree strongly
Agree (1+2)
Disagree (4+5)
5) Cheese is good
value for money today
%
20.6
65.9
8.6
3.6
1.2
100.0
86.6
4.8
6) Too much cheese is
bad for one's hea lth
%
3.6
25.5
19.2
36.1
15.6
100.0
29.1
51. 7
Valid Responses 417
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CI:APTER 5
PROMOTION OF CHEESE
5.1 Information Sources
Respondents were
anything about cheese.
asked where they had recently heard or seen
Results are shown in Table 37.
TABLE 37
;-; ,
Informati on Sources for Cheese
"Top of Total Total unpromted
Media Head" unprompted and prompted
% " %7,
T.V. Advertising 70.0 79.5 89.5
T. V. Programmes 2.3 6.8 11.9
Radio 4,0 19.4 30.5
Magazines 1.4 11. 1 31.6
Newspapers 2.3 14.5 28.4
In Store Displays 7.4 32.8 47.4
Valid Response 430
NOTE: ( i )
( i i )
(iii)
The percentages are of all households
Top of Head is the first unprompted response
Prompted recall is when the respondent was read the
list of media.
There was a higher recall of T.V. advertising in the professional
and managerial occupational group and the middle and younger age groups~
while for T.V. programmes and ~Bgazines the highest recal·l waS in the
middle age group; and radio, newspapers and in store displays in the
middle and younger age groups (see Appendix 8, Table 55).
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The recall of 1. V. advertising did not vary markedly with the
number of hoursth~ respondents watched 1. V. per day (Table 38) except
that those watching 4 hours or more had lower "top of head" awareness.
TABLE 38
Awareness of T.V. Advertisements
by Hours of T.V. Watched per Day
1 Hour 2 Hours 3 Hours 4 Hours
or less or more
% % % %
Top of Head 77 .4 70.0 73.3 59.0
Total Unprompted 77 .6 85.1 81.4 86.9
Tota1 Prompted
and Unprompted 87.1 90.7 93.3 85.2
Valid Responses 98 114 86 99
5.2 Recall of T.V. Advertising
Those respondents that had seen cheese advertised on T.V. were
asked what the T.V. advertisement was about. The recall was dominated
by the mention of Bruce Forsythe which was followed by "bigger block"
and "family block" (Table 39).
TABLE 39
Reca 11 of T.V. Adverti sing
Recall "Top of Head" Total Un promoted
% %
"Bruce Forsythe" 49.9 69.0
"Bigger block" 28.2 39.7
"Family block" 13.2 28.2
II Des, Bri ton II 1.4 11.0
"Little girl" 1.4 10.7
llMany uses II 0.3 4. 9
"Rugby player" 0.0 4.4
"Good for you" 0.0 2.2
Valid Responses 365
NOTE: (i )
( i i )
"Top of Head" is the first unprompted response
Up to 3 responses were recorded per household.
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There was a higher level of recall in the non-retired occupa-
tional groups and middle and younger age groups. The pattern of
recall for "Bruce Forsythe", "Bigger block", and "Family block" was
similar within the different occupational and age groups (see
Appendix 8, Table 56).
5.3 The Family Block Sticker
Awareness of Stickers Respondents were shown a card with the
old and new Family Block Stickers (see Appendix 4) and asked if they
had seen either of them. Thirty six percent said they had seen both;
44 percent the old label only; 5 percent the new label only and 15
percent neither.
As with advertising recall there was a higher level of awareness
in the non-retired occupational group and middle and younger age groups.
The highest recall for the new label was in the under 25 year old age
group (Table 40).
TABLE 40
Awareness of Family Block Sticker by Occupation
and Age of Head of Household
Profess i ona1 Clerical Tradesmen(i ) Occupation and Sales and Retired Other
Manageri a1 Service Labourer
Aware of: % % % % %
Old label only 49.4 45.8 49.1 28.7 55.6
Both labels or
New label 41.6 43.0 41.2 45.9 16.7
Neither 9.1 11. 2 9.6 25.3 27.8
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Valid Responses 77 107 114 87 18
(i i ) Age Under 25 25-34 35-49 50-64 Over 64Years Years Years Years Years
Aware of: % % % % %
Old label only 42.1 47.3 48.1 45.2 27.6
Both labels or
~!fCw label 52.7 42.9 40.6 35.5 46.5
Neither 5.3 9.9 11.3 19.2 25.9
Valid Responses 38 91 106 104 58
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There was no clear relationship between the level of awareness
and the quantity of cheese bought or the hours of T.V. watched (see
Appendix 8, Table 57).
Knowledge of the Sticker's weight qualification The respond-
ents were then asked how big a block of cheese had to be before it
could have a Family Block Sticker. Twentysix percent of the
respondents correctly said 900 gms; 7 percent said 500 gms or less;
20 percent between 6-800 gms; 9 percent 1 kg; 4 percent over 1 kg
and. 35 percent said they did not know.
Apart from the proportion of correct estimates increasing
slightly with the number of T.V. hours watched there were no clear
differences for socio economic characteristics or quantity of cheese
bought (see Appendix 8, Tables 58, 59). The field work was dOllE
seven weeks after the new Family Block Sticker was launched.
16
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CHAPTER 6
IMPLICATIONS
The main purpose of this study was to provide a detailed description
of household consumption, purchasing patterns and attitudes which when
combined with other industry data could be used by the industry to plan
its marketing operation5: This chapter will first discuss the current
and potential demand for cheese and opportunities for stimulating demand,
then specific implications will be made for the different groups within
the industry (i .e. producers, manufacturers, distributions, retailers
and the industry's national associations).
6.1 The Demand for Cheese
Factors influencing demand. The domestic demand for cheese may be
influenced by a large number of factors. These range from the marketing
policies of the firms and their national associations within the industry
to environmental factors which are outside the control of the industry.
Environmental factors include those which are independent of the
industry's actions (e.g. changes in population, income, culture and
lifestyle, technology) and other factors which may be influenced by the
firms within the industry and their national associations. These include
consumer behaviour and attitudes, producers' activities, retailers' activities,
government legislation, the media, vocal minorities, the marketing effort
of industries with substitute products (e.g. meat products, sandwich
spreads, vegetables, yoghurt)l6 and complementary products (bread, biscuits,
soup) .
Aggregate demand, product variety demand and brand share. It is
important to distinguish between factors affecting aggregate demand, the
15 Caution is necessary when drawing national implications from a survey
of one city. However, a comparison of the survey results with the
Nielsen retail audit data indicates purchasing patterns to be similar.
The Dairy Board may wish to consider cottage and cream cheese as
substitutes as they are not under the Board's direct control.
17
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demand. for the variet i es wHhin that aggregate and the brand share. for
each vari ety. For.example, changes' in. popu.l ation and' the. price of .
chees.e· relative to, substttute foods may have majorinfl uences on .
'·agg,rega.te demand,. wh.i leather factors.s.uch as consumer attitudes and·
ex'perience with cheese· may cause changesi n thedema·nd for the different
vadeHes .
Thus,. care should be. tak.en to evaluate the industry's marketing
activiti es .that influence
1. aggregate demand.
2. product variety demand.
3, brand share.
These'dtmensions should be considered simultaneously when considering a
s·trategy .whichisaimed at stimulating aggregate demand.
Consumer and industrial markets. It is also important to
dtstinguish between the industry's indus tri alma rkets (i. e. caterers,
hotels, restaurants, c'lubs, takeaway food bars, institutions, and food
. manufacturers) and the consumer markets (household consumption) when
developing and evaluating a marketingstrategy!7 The present study is
concerned with consumer markets.
Changes in the market environment affecting aggregate demand.
Population. The combination of steady increases in population and
'p.er.capJta consumption in the 1960s and early 1970s resulted in favourable
annuaLfncreaseS in a.ggregatedemand(see Table 1). However, since 1975
the, annual increaSe in population has dropped below 1 percent with. an
a.ctualdecline in populationoccuring in the last year. With a very-,low
rate of population increase projected for the next two decades
the effect of total. population growth .on demand can be expected to be
18
small. .
Household composition. While total population is an important
factor determining the level ofd.emand, so also are changes in its
It is estimated that bulk sales to industrial markets are currently
8,.9.000tonnes compared, w·ith.tota.l sales of 25, 000 tonnes (persona1
communicati on with Da.iryi13oard) ..
18 . For..details ontrends,'in'popuJaUon growth see Monthl y Abstract of
Stattstics,e.g.,July.1979;;p.3,Table land p.4, TableS.
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compos ition. Ofparticu1ar",i mportance in recent YEiars·/ h""s!j bfle:n t~l1\l"jb
changing ..househo;ld composition;' with an increase in the proportiOfl'QJ
households' with l c 2 occupan:ts., a'ndoc a. decline in. the, averagei'famiJ~·size
(see Appendix;7 '·).llne importance of these changes is highUliLhteddn
TabI e23 where households wi thout"chil dren and!orfeweroccupantsh,ave
higher per capita consumption~O If this trend continues it could 'have the
tendency of in~n=asing"deman.~,
Relative prices. In the last decade movements in the prices of
some of the substitutes for cheese (e.g. meat, sandwi~h 'spreads, biscuits,
,;,: ...: - I",· -,
cake) have created a favourable environment' for marketing, che'ese (see
Appendix 6). This is summarised by comparing changes in the retail
pr{ce of chees~ with the tonsumerpri ce index for food. In the peri'od
1970-79 there was a 155 percent iricreas~ in thepriceofcheese compared
with a 184 percent increase in the consumer price index for food, and
in the period 1975-79 the retail price for cheese increased by 45 percent
compared with a 81 a~~2ent incredse in the retail price'for foOd'.
This .favqurabIe" pri ce pos.Hi,O~'~ for chees'(l w9s hi gh)i ghtedi,n the
survey where 87 p,(lrcent of respondents agreed that ".compo. red",wiJh .otrer
th i ngs today, cheese is good va I ue for mon~y" (se~ Tabl e36 ),',\'ihich
compares with 75 percent who agreed with this statement in the 1972
MasseY,Un,iversity.survey (see Appendix!9)~1 "
'Real income. Tile recent I evel]i ngand,dechne'. in "rea1 ioncome" 2 2
in combinationwHh the favourable movement.in the relative pricefbr cheese
has provIded an additional factor in creating a favourabl'e envi,roninEiht
for marketi'ng cheese, .
,.' ,
Consumer a ttitudes, 'A c:'ompari s,on between the'1972 Massey' Uni Vel's ity
I
and current survey results provide an indication of some changes j'n'attitudes to
20
2 1
22
, ' -'As i mi 1ar frend'exis ts for most -fbod items, e. g. see Tab Ie 22, p. 23
"Bread: A Consumer Survey of Christchurch Households", A.E.R.U.,
Research Report, No. 91, Table 22, p.23 .
. ": '
Th.e same statement was .·tested in the, 1978- L.incolnbreads,urvey where
76 percent agreed. See Table 45',', p':48/Ibid. "
, An' i ndi ca Hon of "rea I!',incorne·'isp.rovi ded bythe.·a veragenomi'na ] weekly
wage for malesdefl,atedby,the, consumer p'ri:ce index, ,See'Jl'fbnthly
Abstract of Statistics, Dept of Statistics, July 1979, Table 118, p.S5.
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cheesie as a food. For exarnpl e, 53 percent of the' respondenlsagreed
that cheese could be Lsed as a substitute for meat comparedwil~ 35
percent in 1972, and 56percerit agree'd that cheese could be used a~ a
substitute for eggs compared with 39 percent in 1972 (see Appendix"~).
Also "important are changes InlifestYle which
number of meals 'and other situations where che'ese
Llfestyl e.
affect the potential
may be consumed. The survey
a number of recent changes.
gives an ,indica,tion of the importance of
the increasing popularity of takeaway meals. (section
3.6, 50 percent of the households had takeaways one or
more times as a main meal of the day in the.last year).
vegetarian meals (section 3.5, 48 percent of the
households did not always have meat or fish .with the
main meal of the day).
Marketing effort. Apart from the environmental changes the
increased marketing effort has had, a marked affect on increasing the
cheese share of grocery expenditure. Section 6.7 l'eV~elis the effec-
ti veness of the current promoti on programme. An i mportantcons i der-
ation is the degree of promotlona'l support \·Ihich will be given In the,
future. For example, if the prospect for exporting New Zealand dairy
products (especially cheese) improves then it may be politically
desirable to curb domestic demand hence reducing the p,romotlonal support
for cheese.
6.2 Product Variety Demand
Where possible the results win be compared vlith the 1972 Massey
University results. Also it will be indicated How the household survey
augment the Nielsen retail audit23 •
Market Share .for differentvarieties-. The survey results Indi-
cate cheddar and colby to have 71 percent share of household expenditure
on cheese;' processed 13 percent; '.' specialty 7 percent and cottage and
23 Unfortunately the Nielsen data is supplied on a confidential basis
to the New Zealand Dairy Boa.rd and hence cannot be included in this
report. ' " . .. i"
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cream cheese 9 percent~' The cheddar/colby purchase could be further
broken down into tas ty 31 percent; mil d 30 percent and co'l by 10 percent~ 5
Section 2.5 provides details about the variation in expenditure between
households.
Si zes bought.
600 gm to 1 kilo size
The majority of cheddar/colby sales were in the
range (Section 2.2).
Changes since 1972. Changes in demand since 1972 include:
a decline in the popularity of mild cheddar.
a swing from plain processed cheese to smoked and
flavoured processed cheese.
small increases in the popularity of a number of
specialty cheese.
a marked increase in the popularity of cottage and
cream cheese~6
More details of these changes are given in Appendix 9.
Recent and future changes.
the following provisional forecasts
Using the results
can be made: 27
of section 2.6
a slowing down in the rate of growth of total cheddar sales
a swing towards tasty at the expense of mild
greater growth in processed and cottage and cream sales
compared with specialty cheese sales
blue vein, parmesan, gruyere, camembert and cheshire
hcving the greatest grOl~th potential in the specialty
cheese range.
2.
25
26
27
These estimates are based on respondents' recall of what they spent
on cheese in the last month. More accurate estimates could be
obtained from the Nielsen bimonthly retail audit data.
Based on the proportion of households buying the different types in
the last month.
Unfortunately the 1972 Massey University survey did not collect
details about the size of blocks bought.
More accurate forecasts could be obtained by combining the survey
results with the Nielsen retail audit data.
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,Buyer profiles. Chapter ,2 and £specialJy sections ,2.2 and 2.5
provide i nformation~hi ch can be used to develop buyer profi) es \or
households with differentpu!chasing patterns for ~heese. Table 41
.,provides an, example of.a profile developed to distinguish the
,. 'c. _,',.;:'; ".. . " .
characteristics of "rare", "light", "medium" and "h~avy" che9dar user.s.
The profile compares demographic and socio-economic characteristcs arid
.. product. rel ated behaviour. Further ana lysis caul d extend this pr~fi 1e
to include consumption behavjour and psychographic characteristic's ..
The profile analysis shows there are fevi differences in the character-'
istics' of these groups.
TABLE 41
Profile of "Rare", "Light", "Medium" and "Heavy" Users of Cheddar
Rare Light Medium Heavy
Higher. per capita consumpti on for .househo 1ds
without children and with 1-2 occupants,i .e. younger
people without families or older people whose
chiTdreh have grown. up.
Little differenCe between groups
Little difference between groups
,
(i) Per Capita
Expenditure (c/wk)
(ii) Demographic and
Socioeconomic Characteristics
Age
(Appendix 13)
Family Life Cycle/
Household Composition
(Tables 21, 50).
Occupation
(Appendix 13)
1 - 19c
« 100 gm)
20- 39c
(l00-200 .gm)
40.~· 69c
(201-300 gm)
Over 69c
(> 30r) gm)
Little difference between groups
2-500'gm' 500g-1 kilo 600grn-l kilo 600-.2!, kilo
Once or more per week
II rare ll , Slightly
higher
1oya lty
Higher level of agreement among "medium" and
tlheavyll users for "texture", lithe· brandl\ '·and ;
"bi gger bloc k". '
Less than arlce per week
Little difference between
"l ight", lI medium lt
. Produe't'AttHblltes
(Table 47)
. "1
(iii) Product Related Behaviour
Va ri etyPreferred
MO.st cornmon slze's'bought
(TabTe 10)
Frequency of Buying
Brand Loya lty
(Table 13)
Processed, Specialty,
Cottage and Cream Cheese
and Imported Cheese
Littl e difference between groups
Willingness;to,tr.:Y,'rl§W',.> . '" .• j-
prnduct LitHe di fference between groups
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6.3 Stimulating Demand
Identifyi ng market opportuni ti es. A deta il ed ana lys i s of current
demand is .fundamental to any marketing strategf'8 aimed at increasing total
consumption of cheese. SUch an analysis will identify target areas where
consumption can be increased, or where .cyrrentconsumption is threatened
by substitute foods and also provide a pbi·nt of reference for evaluating
the effect of alternative marketing strategies.
Chapter 3 provides the basis for this analysis. It identifies':
situations when cheese is consumed at home, how it
is consumed and the frequency of consumption
(Section 3.1).
cheese in cut lunches (sectiDn 3.3).
use of cheese in the preparation of meals
(Section 3.2).
the relative importance of the different consumption
patterns to aggregate demand (given by proportion
consuming and frequency of consumption).
demographic and socioeconomic characteristics.
substitutes for cheese (Section 3.4).
Table 42 summarises this information. Some of the sectioffiof the
table have not been completed as they were not investigated in the survey.
These could be completed with further research.
Changes since 1972. A comparison with the 1972 results indicates
only moderate changes in the proportions of households consuming cheese at
28 r~arketing strategy extends beyond aJvertising and promotion.
It reflects an integrated appraisal covering product price and
distribution policies timed to match the market opportunities in
target market segments (i.e. groups of consumers).
TABLE 42
Profile of Demand for Cheese
Situations where Main way Heavy User Product ! ,
Cheese is eaten Importance i Consumed Characteristics Varieties , Substitutes i Complements
I
Meal Times , ,
Breakfast Moderate I Toasted/Grilled Hshlds with children(23% hs h1ds ) i Younger/middle age
I group ,
,
Lunch Very With Bread Hshlds with children
(81% hshl ds) i Toasted/Grilled Younger/middle age
By Itself group
With Biscuits
Dinner Quite Toasted/Grilled Middle age group
(36% hshlds) By Itself
Non MealTimes
Morning Quite By Itself Hshlds with children Snacks (In order
(53% hshlds) i With Bi scuits of importance) ,. , ,Savoury spreads
!Afternoon Very , 8y Itself Hshlds with children Fresh fruit! i(65% hshlds) With 8iscuits Vegetables I,
. iSweet biscuits
Predinner Quite I By Itself Hshlds with children Sweet spreads
Ii(36% hshlds) i Wi th 8i scui ts Eggs
; Sweet bi scuits/cake ISupper Very , With 8i scuits Younger/mi ddl e ,; age ;(73% hshlds)
I
Toasted/Grilled group
i IBy Itself
•
,
I I , ICut Lunches Very 8y Itself , , Cut Lunches (InI I i(61% hshlds) I In sandwiches ! order of importance) i
I Coldmeat/sausage
: i Savoury sandwich
,
fillings
ii Fresh fruit
I Vegetables I
I Sweet sandwich I
I fillings i!
Note: Some of the sections have not been completed as they were not invE::stigated in the survey.
These could be completed with further research.
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the different times of day or even in the way it is served {see Appendix
28}. Thus it can be concluded that the increase in per capita consumption
has come largely from an increase in the frequency of use;9 rather than
new ways of consumption.
A marketing strategy for the 1980s. It is beyond the scope of
this report to provide a marketing strategy. However, the authors would
like to emphasise the importance of the framework set out in Table 42 in
identifying where the increased consumption will come from. An attempt
should also be made to build a similar profile for the cheese industry's
industrial markets (i .e. caterers, hotels, restaurants, clubs, takeaway
foodbars, institutions and food manufacturers) which at present contribute.
to approximately one third of total domestic demand: o
6.4 Milk Producers
The power of marketing to aid diversification from export markets
to a domestic market is amply demonstrated by the doubling of New Zealand
cheese consumption from 12,900 to 26;100 tonnes in the six year period
1973 to 1979. Dairy farmers must not be allowed to forget the methods
used nor that market share can also be lost to substitutes {Section 3.4}
through incompetent marketing.
To put the importance of the domestic market in Perspective, New
Zealanders consumed one quarter of the 1977-78 New Zealand cheese
delivered, being only second to Japan. 3l
29
30
31
Unfortunately the 1972 Massey University survey did not obtain
information on frequency of use.
Bulk sales to industrial markets are estimated to be 8-9,000 tonnes.{Personal communication with N.Z. Dairy Board}.
See 1978 New Zealand Dairy Board Report, Tables 7,9.
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Whil'st in overseas markets New Zealand prod!Jcers may stnrbe
"price takers", there is an opportunity domestically to partially
recoup inflationary cost increases due to the favourable value'
percE!ptiri~for cheese re lati ve to other products (Table 36). The
\' : c'" . "
pub1i c i ndi cated no adverse reacti on to cheese (Chapter 5).
TO\'/fl,milk suppl,iers have penetrated with cottage and cream
cheese ,35 percent of households in a limited period, whereas specialty
cheeses with their innumerable varieties achieved 21 percent pene-
trati·on (Table 4). These stati s ti cs together with Ni el sen retai.l audit
·infor:mation should assist in monitoring product development for
specialty cheese. In this respect farmers should periodically enquire
fromthe)rco~operativeswhether sufficient investment is being made
in ,new Product development andtest marketing.
6.5 Processors and Distributors
Brand Awareness Processors and distributors should be generally
satisfied with the strong brand recall (Table 14). There is a question
whether such proliferation of brand names is necessary to provide
adequate consumer choice (Appendix 8, Table 48). Rising transport costs,
particularly inter-island, may cause rationalisation of brands stocked
by retailers.
Genet\ic activities Awareness of fami ly block stickers (Secti on
5.3) is high compared with individual brands, yet the family block
history is less than 2';; years32 This power of generic promotion in
i ilfTuenci ng aggregate demand (Secti on 6.1) has been demonstrated, so
that individual brand promotion needs to be relegated in favour of a
national co-ordinated effort.
32 The national family block campaign was launched in early 1977.
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With the forecast of cheddar cheese sales slowing down (Section 6.2),
- ",-;""-,,.,;, '.
increased fr~qu,en9or new uses will need to be stimulated to sustain
the growth in aggr,egate demand (Section 6.3 and ,Table 42). Tp l1)ake such
;-, ;' '~:';'" :,i '< ':',;,;-,-,;,' ie','-' ;- "'.-; -;"- ,
be requi red and the cos t may be beyond the resources of an i ndi vi dual
'::': " ".,-:," :;,"":. (" '.;;<';""::,.:i,:i" , c'" '. ';
co-operative. The consistency of the messages nationally in respect to
health, valJe ~r\d uses wi dbe Vi'talasthe'inipact 1-i6uld be reduced if
C6hfli CfingcreaHve platforllls weredeveloped by each cooper-ati ve.
Spedalt{cheese. Thelowpenetratloh oFspeci alty cheese (Table I?)
could indicate sbme pastdissatisfactioh.Reseatch should be undertaken
toinvestiga'te this. rriordert;o Obtain econCllllies of scale and to
esta'brish abddgehead;1tma§beprudent' 'to concentrate development,
varieties (Table 26), e.g. Blue'Vein,Parllles'ari, Ghlyere, Camembert, arid
Fetta. The domestic varieties chosen should be selected for their export
potential, so that the domestic market 5ecbme's a IJseflJl testing ground.
,\ -;
6.6 Retailers
,
Supermarkets have a great ability to innovate as those occupation
and age groups that adopt new varieties, such as imported (Table 20) and
cottage/cream cheese (Table'25), m~inly purchase at supermarkets. This
younger group of shoppers particularly in the 25-49 age group indicate
a willingness to ,experiment with ,further varieti es, (Table 27)/
Grocers and Dairies. With limi,ted space, grocers and dairies win
have to, sel,ect th,ei rrange carefullx to sui t the pr~dominant sod o~e<:onomic
~_.-- .:.; , .-, '. .,.j
53. ,,'
groups in their n~ighbpurhood.
elderJy households. wJll need a
, ; " . ~
Groc~rs, particular.ly those servingth.e
'<',/--' ':,_;:"I",:J ." .'.' "',;>" "', ::,'v-: -":,~::-i::";3;;
sU,b,stantial variej:y of smaller blocks
,', /~' :)j·\',':<H,':";I.:"5
o~ .. creddaranp ,proce.ss.~d and will need to introduce
. , .• '."..'" . ' -",', --<I. ,: i. " .'. - , ,
range of $peciaHyche~ses, (Appendi x,a, Jable 4~)..
, ", -'.- " , , ' -' ,:' .. ' , ..-' ' '',,'.. .
s lowly a 1imi:t.ed .
·;;i';. -\)'h'!:,~ F \,>,! r':::if~
I f grocers i1nd\, ."'- i -<,:," tG I~<>":.!-i";;
the under 49 aqe
. "',' ,'. ," ;",""""'" t'",'",::.,-,·
group it may be necessary to have a clearly identified arE!a for.se~ving
cheese, such as a cheese bar.
Delicatessen. As only 4 percent of respondents' indicated using,
this outlet it' was ,not possibl'eto identify a clear profHe' of shoppers.
HoweVer./withthe, growth of speci alty outl ets in shoppfrrg 'arcades,
deve1opnie'ht' 'in speci alty cheese coul d. be directed at de.l i catessens'Or.
even po'ssib.ly:,cheese stalls. Through such outlets 'a 'sophisticated,,:image'
could 'bec"portraYed. Del i catessen, counters .withi nsupermarkets, maYillso,
need. ,more'.cons:i.derati on,
" ,.>-
:,'" .
6.1 Review Me the 1979, Promotion Campaign in Christchurch
With the field work done seven weekSa'fterttie start of an
i ~i:en~ i ve~urt'\niedi a campa i gn the recdgnitlon of the new Family Block '
stickers (the focal point of the 1979 campaign) as 41 percent'(Table'40)
is a disappointment. The talent promoting the new Family Block concept
(Table 39) achieved the higher unprompted recall of 69 percent. This may
reflect the quality of the TV commercials and the impact of the talent
dominating the ultimate commercial message.
The authors' observati on was that the fault was not caused by the
power of the television, but rather the lack of support at the ground
level. The major problem in store was not just the lack of the new
54.
sticker on product and on point of sale prorrioHon ma.terial,butthe ,
dominant existence of tti~ previous year's sticker which halsuppos'edlY
been withdrawn . This created confusion with Consumers a.nd will 'el(plai n
much of the low'41 bercent new sticker recall (Section 5. 3). This .<;'"
demons tra.testh~ n~tessity of'imi Iltegrated 'promoti on mil/ra.ther than' CiL!
rJfji'n9bna media 'campa i gn.
6.8 The Qairy .Board
Until 1979 the "bigger block campaign" seemed a continuous
success. 'Th'e 1979 campaign has done no harm but its impact'in Christchurch
hasnotbeen'as effective due to lack of discipline in distribution.
The.' majdn.danger facing any generic campaign is that .one party can
sabotage it. It is, understood that full precautions had been' taken to
prevent anyone party breaking the overall campaign to their advantage,
but it seems such precautions were not enough. An important· maxim in
such promotional campaigns is that the product must be in full distribution
before the campaign breaks on mass media ..
It seems that the,discipine r:equiredin marketing as compared to trading
or sell i ng has no.t been, fullY recognis~d.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I : THE QUESTIONNAIRE
CHEESE SURVEY;
: 0
IF NO GO TOQ;U
b.Who uSQ,a.lly decidesWhat~ of cheese to ~uY?:""';: .
1. Wife ( ) 2. Husband, ( )3.Wife-Husb~d ( ___4~,s~ale-Female
5~ 'Children ( ) 6. 'Wife-Children () 7~" Adults-Children, (
S.Other ( ,)
c. Who usually buys the cheese?
1. Wife ( ) 2. HuSband!) 3'.' Wife~Husband() 4.;5 Male-Female
~.Children ( ) 6. Wife~Children ( 7~-Adults~Children'()
8. other ( )
Good morning/afternoon/evening. I am"fz:om-the Li~COIn,GOlle~.e:MarketinqDepart;ment.
Wearedoing,a,s~ey;~ut-cheese. 'WOuld. you help us by answeri~ afew,~estions&
ASK'TO'~SPEAKTOTHEHOUSEWIFE' 0R'TH$ PERSON WHO, USUALLY BUYS THE GROCERl-F;S.. IF:'TRIS
NOT' POSSIBLE, A,RRANGE .'A',SUITABLE··CALLBACK ",TIME.
lao Does your household eat ,cheese?
1. yes ( ) 2 .. Rarely () 3. No (
2.!}lTIIJ4. Colby (months? ENTER
d. Where do you buy your cheese? RECORD SEQUENCE OF RES~ON!;lE~· I
__~1.:..~s:u~p~e~rm~a~r~k~e~t~(...:.._)_:2~.G:r~0:c:e~ry:,:,~(~=),!-~3~.~D_a_"_·r:..Y:...:(::.:)~-.:..4. ...!.._D.:e=1=i=ca=t=e=s=s=a=n==:::;::;:;::=t'9_..11P'··· ...(. t
"_ 5. Wholesaler { } 6. Cheese Factory ( ~ 7 ~',o:t1)_~r:, ( ) ~ ",' , , •',',"',', ,",
lfere is a liatof tyPes of cheese. SHOW CARD A (CP.EDDAR-COLB'i GROUP ON4Y)'.
~ First of all Cheddar and Colby.
a. Which types have you bought in the last: ei} month? ENTER 1 eii) ,6
(iii) 2 years? ENTER 3~ IF HAS NOT BOUGHT ANY IN LAST 2 YEARSQ2d.
1. Mild Cheddar ( ) 2. Medium Cheddar ( ) 3. Tasty cheddar (
) 3. once/week ( )
2-3 months () 7. long~r
b. How often-do you buy cheddar or colby cheeses?
1. 3 -or moret.imes!week ( ) 2. twice/week (
4.2 weeks ( ) 5~3~eeks-l month ( ) 6.
c.What size blocks do you usually buy? SHOW CARD B.
1. 2-3OO·gms(>, Ib) ( ) '2. 4-500gms (lIb) ( )
4. 900 gms - 1 kilo (2-2>, Ibs) () 5. 1>,-2 kilos
6. 2~~ilos and overt>, SIbs) ( )
4~ Neither (
3. 6-800 gms (I>, Ib)
0.;.5 lb) (
SHOW LABELS.
3. 80th (
4. Nhich of these ~'have,You seen?
1. Old label ( ) 2. New label ( )
e. Howbis does a block of cheddar have to be before it can have a ,family block
sticker?
1. 2-300 gms (>, Ib) ( 2. 4-500 gms (lIb) ( 3. 6-800 gms (1)' Ib) ( )
4.900 gms (2 Ib} ( 5. 1 kil" (2), Ibs) ( ) 6. 1>'-2 kilos (3_5 Ibs) ( )
7. 2~ k~los (5~ Ibs) ) 8. > 2~ kilos (> 5~ Ibs) ( ) 9. Don't know ( )
f. About how much would your household spend on, cheddar (and colby) ,perwe~k? $
g. (il Do you think you a1:'e buying J!~Q.;'.~ .Q!:..J..Q2.$ cheddar than 2 years "ago?
1. More ( ) 2. Less () 3. About the same ( ) 4. 'Don'tknow'(
IF SAME OR· DON "T KNOW .Q2h.
Cii) Why are, you buying more/l~ss? -"~ ~ ~ ~~ _
o
OIJ
o
o
b. We now want to. enquire about what influences which block of cheddar
Using this sCdle ($HOW.$CALEA) please indicate how important:~
(i)' Being ~n ,special .fs? () (iil The price per kilo? ( )
(ii~~Bein9 aV~ilable'in a:bigger block? () (iv) The brand? (
(v) 'The taste?; () (vi) . The '·texture? ( )
you "buy.
or
the time). (
3. Cloverlea 4. Dairylea
7. Kaikoura () 8. KoromikQ ( _)
) 11. Waitohi () 12. Valuemetric
) 14. Fam~ly Block )
) 2. Barrys' Bay ( )
) 6. Golden 'Bay ( )
( <') 10.," Rai Valley (
Brands eg"Woolwo'rths "(
)
(.1) 'Do you think -you will buy more or less cheddar in thefutR~? n
1. More ( ) - 2. Les:s ( 3. About·the same ( ) 4. D~m·t,khoW (.) ~I
IF SAME .oR DON'T KNOW"Q3.
(ii) Why do you th~nkYouwill buymQre/less? ...p
Now some questions about brands of cheddar. ·(3.1) ••.
First of .;lll what brandn~an you remertlber? RECORD SEQUENCE OF RECA,Lth THEN ' ..
PROMPT* ~D ENTER 9 IF REMEMBERED. * 00 "NOT PROMPT FOR PRIVATE 'BRANDS OR FAMILY
BLOCK.
1. Anchor (
5. Galaxy (
9. Mainland
13. Private
.15. Other (
h.
c. Is 'there anything :e~se,you consider to be important? No (
d. Do'you'always buy the "',same:.B.tsD..Qof 'cheddar? 1. Always ( )
2. Nearly ,always (2 'out ,of 3., times) r 3. Sometimes (half
lj. NO.(
3a.
)", .2'\i.c:t:"e~ .c:hee.s~­
you spend per month oA
~. ~-..,.,.....-
4
-~.:.
",:: 2_5;8~<,i· ;\!;, :~Hj_';:::!'-L
And now the other types of cheese. SHO;:',~~ ,:;;~t&'iN. ~
(it':'Wh"i;PR,;t;eYP~s::o.f"process~Cl c~ee~e~s,h~~.e Y.9~"7~io,,~~~5:i:n th;' l~~t_: .•• " j::'~'~:_:'66:~~:~~: ,h.:, J};,_~), 6~Iflo,nrh,Sr ,~~:_~~, ~.<" : gl,1) .'.'~J>_:~;~~:S?, ~~TE~,,~,::, :.~~" ~1.:, ;:": -,:.o:~:','~~:~·
- '. LPlain ( ')' . '2. "s~6ked' .( . Fi'~~#~r~a.~.:;:t'::·:)7"', ., ,,/::·1].f{5~::':Y'L:V'~ d:2 ,,- ':',~f" '>. /,,::': -.1 :~-~ .,' - x;:v~
(ii) .~~~~: ~~c~· w~u~~ .tur. hou£ehold. sl'end. peClJ\tmth ,oft: P£""~.,,~<;!..~l1~~~e.~?c,d ' ..:.,.~:. _.' .•...".~.... ::~~:.'~:
(i) Which types of spe~ia1ty,. cht=:!eses have 9ou"bolight in 'the: l,as,t:i /~;.: - _
(i) month? ENTER 1 (ii) 6 month,~?,_EN'f'E~;2,_(;{/.i"U 2 Y:~<:lr.:~}",,~NT~~ IF ~::i:; ll,iic:, .,,~i;'
NQT -'BQU.q~W',:,Q4<:;;.',li ' "', ' ;;' --I~: :~: ~ei~' ( '~~Er'~~'~~i~~;~:'!e~'~;-(j'~:;~c~~':§'~+'d~~'da")(~)~ Dcinbo ':~~'!
9. Gruyere (-) 10. Havarti ( ) 11. Parrnesan-{ .. ) ",12. Romano I""
(ii) ~i,,~t~;~..~p~~~;~~L~~:~~~~o (bU~'i" johefuture? RECORDSEQ~E~CEOF RESPON.~EUI'·
ALONGSIDE BRACKETS': ABOVE~', ";' ~,', I:. i =
(iii) About how much would you spend per month on specialty cheeses? , .,
Less than $1 ( ) or'~ . _; I
(i) H,we :yo~ :bqug!:l,t',,9-ny c;,~tage or Cr,eam chees~ in thf!:"lC1-~t:,,~" '-';·'r
(i) month? ENTER 1 (ii) ,6 months? ENTER 2 .. (i;~i). 2 y€!ars?;"ENT~R 3'~.,"
;'!~;;.=~N6T·: BOU.GI':IT:'~.Q,4d ~', ..
1. C0.ttage" cl!~.ese,_{.,
{iii About how much would
Less, .. thaf\ $1 ( ) or,
·"d.
,:'e"','
(i)
(ii)
Are you buying~any,more pr~cessed:cheese,;,speo~alty
'cream :.cheese'sthan>2· yearsagq? PROMPT FQR TYP:E;,S
1. More processed () 2. More specialty )
Why? ';(~
cheese. 1 or:,cott~9.e, anc;1
IF NOT BUYING MORE Q3e.
. More cottage & cream (
~~ Have you
1. 7{es', (
bought any imported cheeses,:- iTl,the;..;t~9:St Y~~ll;,?
2 .., Nq,,) ) ,3 ...Don't ¥snow.: .. ( ) ',-
be prepared to try :che'eses':'made' from goat Or sheep "s::rriilk?
) 2. No ( 3. Don't know ( )
) Q6.
)
lo~ger
b6t:' tl.l'n'6'h'es.
)., or
.. '-(' -,' "-"" '.': ,'~, " -":,,, ..: -,'
S ',- Now some questio~s a'iJout your househdl~',s .. use of cheese -' for
,C!-. How many people take'! C\lt' l~nches to worb!:.~<;Dgql? Nori'it"(
b. Who usu~1i'y::"pi_epg:rE?_s the' cut'lunches'!"'''''
1. Wife, ( ~, ,2. H'J.~,}-).and (,) 3. Wife-Husband ( ) 4. SMale-Female
5. Children"( ') 6. Wife''':'Children { 7~ Adults'-'Child):-en '< ')
8. Other (.i) ~~'=__~_",-__~
c. HQw_Qftep. do they h~~e ~hee~e wi~~ their 'cut tunches? IF NEVER (
to .3 ..01';" more:,ttm$s{week< ( ')' 2 ~- -t*it:e/week.'(''' 'J' 3'; once/week (
4. once/2 week,s ( !;i •. 9,nce/J;llol)tJ;1, ( 6".- 2:-.3m,?nths t,) 7.
IF NONE rf(, ':]
1
n
1 I
-
d i• How do they .u.sually·-'ha,ve cheese with their
1. On its own () 2. in sandwiches ( )
lunch?
3. with bisCuits.-( h4.· Other __._._ LJ
e. If,-cheese-..-was !1-ot,;a,vai-!;£!lJJ,e.. to ,have,with·-a cut.· lunch' ~hat would you i.ise-Uis'tead? . .;.:....
;~ .. ~' ,RECORD ..RESPONSES.. IN,SEQUENCE.. F
1. Fresh Fruit ( ,), ,<.2. O;ri~d Fru,~.t: ,(::) .3. ,vege~able,s ( ) l42...44J
4. Cold,m~~t~Sausag~s.,( ), 5.S~~et Sandwich Fillings () 6. Savoury Sandw~ch
Filli.'ngs ( )., 7. Sweet biscuits ( 8. Cake ,9.. Other ( )
'6" ·Cheese ..can,be. eatenin_.rnany. w.ays, _at. home ~'
o1-?.-if'Sw.. ,.often,iloes.. y.OlJt::.,hQll.sehQld"have.,j_:t.: __ LitW.i'th. (i,~)~itJl. (ii~)Toasted (ivl By I
·USE'''FOLLOWINGCODE'. O=-"NEVER;- - '-B'iscuits" Bre'ad Grilled Its'i=jlE r
~ -;~~~~N~~~~t·/ ,~, :~~~y:~ WKLY. I,,,) I' ,(, .. l ~"'.~".I:.,<~:~'.: ')': ,I. l-':>,'i::~1-·-1:;-11
6 = i ~"';-:l{MNTHS,/,'r ;:;,~:LONt;ER ~
':3. "wTfe::::;liusb'and'
':'-') ;-; ~:~'-i--:-~.:: ,;'
, ....
cheese wi th: ..and snaGks would~, Y()1.1._, have
)~~a,J:.s 1 Breakfast,....S-+~~+~~~~4~__.c-.c-~~_l-__.c-_
'2 Lu'ncn '> ..,..~-,~-+--~-,,-,4~-,~-,~-~l-~~-,~.
3 Dinn~r"
Sna'cks 4 Mor~J.hg:
5 Afternoon6·_gr~d~pn.~r,-====+.=.::..::...."'-.... =1"'=="'-==+---
7. '8~pp9~·r
snacks?·' -1:.:'; Wife 'F' "-)' "~2L" i:Iukband ,,( ,";)
5.:.Chil'dten··,( )', -6; :Wi~f'e-;;'Cn\iTaren,,:{
8. Other ( )
Who mainly eats these
4. SMale-Female (' )-
7. Adults-Children (
b. With which meals
ASK (i) To '(iv)
AND, ENTER 1 IN
TABLE AGAI'Nst ".
APPROPRIATE
.' .~?~,t:JEs .
\:l"F~'
~. If cheese ran out what would you have'.,-j:nstead for these ,'sm'acks?"';::REG:ORD,:RESPONSES' I,
~S~QgE~cf~ ·~~~'·i,i.i~h Fruit (.) 2. Dried Fr~~t ( ,) .. 3. Vegetables ( ) (,la-ao)
4. Cold,meat & saus~ges; (,> , __ 5, 'sw,e,et Spr~;ds eg Jak' t:·I~) : .~'l.!6.<,sa"vo~ry ~pfei:ids
;~:~i::.~armite (')- T: swe'et'Bis'c'aits"~" r 8. Cake {'jl "9. Other'
59,
J\>r -------c>R
Husband ( ) -f
), 6. Wife..,Childre't1;).
None
1. Wife {} 2.
) 5. Children (
(
c. ~ usuallr prepares these cheese dishes?
3. Wife-Husband () 4. SMale-Female {
( ) 7. ,Adults-Childr.en ( ) 8. Other
b. Are there, 'imy other ways you use cheese in cooking?
7 Cheese can alsQ be used in the preparation of .~and 1n 'baki;'g.' ," ':'m'• ?
a. How often do you use cheese : (i) ina Chees,e~~lad in s~er? ,'( :) '{~,: i.l) ." :cociJrea ,witi1\ ',',", '"
vegetables ( ) (iii) as a cheese sauce or wJ.th macaronl. 'orspaghett1? ,{J • . -:-:1
(iv) in pizzas? ( ) (v) i-o a fish dish? ( ) (vi) wi th egqs,,~ ,omelette" . r:;ll.
souflees? ( .), (vii) Grated and sprinkled as a garnish? ( ) '(vi-i:i,) :i,n ,baking? \ ;"')rr-f"J
USE FOLLOWING CODE. 0 "" NEVER, 1. = MOST DAYS, 2 = 2/WEEK, 3 WEEKLY, "".~
. ,"
4= FOR~I?~T.LYf_ 5 = MONTHLY, '6 = 2-3 MONTHS, 7,= LONGE-R
2. Piastic container (
)
8
a.
Now a
(i)
(ii)
fe~questions about keepjng cheese.
Once you have opened a pack 'of cheese do you keep it in its qri'g:iuij:l wrap?
1. Yes () 2. No ( ) IF YES Q8b.
How do you keep it? 1. Plastic bag ( )
3. Cheese dish with lid ( ) 4. Other (
statements about cheese. Using this scale (SHOW SCALE S) please
you, agree or disagree with each statement.
(iii) (iv) (v) (vi)
b.
9
Where do you keep it? 1. Refrigerator (
ffere is a list of
indicate -how much
(i) (ii)
2. Pantry/safe ) 3. Other () ~
'l"'o"a--;oa""e:":s""'y-o-u-r--;h-o-u-s-e:-:h"'o-l:-d"'-e"'v-e-r--;-h-a-v-e---'t-a7k-e-a-w-a-y~s""'a:":s""'a""'m"'a:":i"'n""'m-e-a-l=?--"-1-,--;;y"'e-:s--;(-.---;2:-,--;N:-o,...,,--,----,'=t -
IF NO QlOc~
..:...,.---.
b~,J?.ft_en do you have: (i) Chicken ( (ii) Chinese ( (iii) Fish 'n' Chips ',',j 'i-~_.
(iv) Hamburgers ( ) (v) ,Pizzas () (vi) Other ( ) oo---,----:::==:------~-~.:..L_.
USE FOLLOWING CODE. 0, = NEVER, 1 = MOST DAYS, 2 = 2/WEEK, 3 - WEEKLY,
4 = FORTNIGHTLY, 5 = MONTHLY, 6 = 2-3 MONTHS, 7 = LONGER
)
GO TO Q12.
without meat or fish?
) 4. Fortnightly (
( ) 8. Never ( )
meal of the day
) 3. Weekly (
( ) 7. Longer
c How often do you have the main
1. Most days ( ) 2. 2/W~ek (
5. Monthly ( ) 6. 2~3_Months
:1
-,--'
')jl
-----~---- _'_~ I
12a Where have you recently seen or heardanything about cheese? RECORD SEQUENCE:OF
RECALL, THEN PROMPT AND ENTER 9 IF REMEMBERED. 1. TV Advertisements ( )
2. TV Programmes eg Beauty & Beast ( ) 3. Radio ( ) 4. Magazines ( )
5. Newspapers ( ) 6 • In-store displays ( ) 7. Other ( )
IF DOES NOT MENTION TV ADVERT OR PROGRAMME Q12c.
b What was the TV advertisement about? RECORD SEQUENCE OF RECALL. 1. Bigger Block (
2. Family Block ( ) 3. Many uses ( ) 4. Good for you ( ) 5. Des Britten ( )
6. Bruce :Forsythe ( ) 7. Little Girl ( ) 8. Rugby Player ( )
9. Other ,( )
8. less ~ hr(
25-2902,
( )
64 yrs
Q12g
Position in House
Head
hrs or 7. l.:i hr {
IF NO (
than 25 (
06. 45-49
10. Over
to: 01. Younger
05. 40-44 ( )
09. 60-64 ( )
( i)
(ii)
(iit")
Respondertt's address Phone No.
Time of day interview completed date I" '. ~I
- -____ _ ntervJ.ewer's Si$!ature,--L..L,,'•.
163 '65)' ,(ii) CHECK ALL QUESTIONS HAVE BEEB ASKED.(i) THANK:RESPONDENT.
e Which age" group do you'be~ong
03. 30-34 (. ) 04. 35-39 ( )
07. 50-54 ( ) 08. 55 c 59 ( )
f (i) Were:you (INCLUDE SPOUSE) born overseas?
(ii) If YES where? ENTER 1
1. U.K. () 2. Holland (
5. ~sian ( ) 6. Other (
g
c On average how long do you watch TV per day?
9. never ( )
l3a How many people live in your house? -
b (i) How many are preschool age? (ii) at primary school? _ (iii) at, high school? -.TII
c How many people do full time jobs? (FULL TIME > 30 HOURS/WEEK)",j
d What jobs do they do? PROMPT FOR POSITION IN HOUSEHOLD AND ENTER HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD r-
AS (i) !
I-
I--
~
;J
) ),-,-_3_,_O_t_h_e_r_E_u_r-o-p-e_a_n 4_,_p_a_c_i_f_i_C_I_Sl;:~~~ll twJ
1
, :.'.
(i) Were your parents born' overseas? IF NO ( ) Q14 (ii) l~ere? ENTER 2 ABOVE. .~ ..•
14
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APPENDIX 2
SAMPLE DETAILS
12
12
Number of
Intervfe.w5
'14
12
13
7
12
8
9
9
9
12
9
9
12
17 .
12
9
8
10
11
.10
12
17
8
12
6
9
9
12,
12
9
9
12
9
9
Roscoe Street
Rodgers Street
Cheyenne Street
Street
Pa rlane Street
Lenton Street
Norton's Road
Silverdale Pl ace
Malcolm Avenue
Drysda1ePl ace
Griffith's Avenue
Orkney Street
AmbleSide Drive
Dyers Pass Road
Landy Street
Heathfield Avenue
Ashfi eld Pl ace
Bi dwe 11 Pl ace/Saby Road
t~a rsden Road
Kaiwara Street
Buchanans Road
Dickson Crescent
Ribbonwood Place
Sylan Street
Conifer Place
Aldwins Road/Rochester Street
Chilton Drive
Tonbridge Street
'Maj or Hornbrook Road
Jutland Street
Nottingham Avenue
Newbery Street
Meadow Street·
Kea Street
Vogel Street
Woodard Terrace
Marley View
Onslow Street
Addington
.J\ranui
Avonhead
•Avonsitle
Beckenham
Bishbpdale
Bromley·
Bryndwr
Burnside
Cashmere
Dall ington
Fendalton
Ilam
Hal swell
Heathcote
H66ri Ha:y
Hornby (1)
Hornby (2)
'Hi 11 sborough .
Hi 11 morton
Huntsbury
··lit nwood
Ma i rehau
Merivale
MLPleasant
North New Brighton
Oaklands
Opawa
Papanui
Riccarton
Ri.chillOnd
Sbmerfield
SpreYdOh'
St. Albans.
SLMartins
Sydenham
Upper Riccarton
... Suburbs
Appendix 2 (cont.)
Suburbs
Wainoni
Waltham
Hi gram
Woolston
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Street
Tenby Place
Hornbrook Street
Witham Street
Ashmole Place
Number of
Interviews
9
9
9
10
430
62.
APPENDIX 3
.A CLASSIFICATION OF TYPES OF CHEESE
,;-c: "~ ..:~~:';: :;.;n:1
A·, CHEDDAR/COLBY {:, '16, r (1r
1) Mild Cheddar
.-,-;,
:'C:;i: ;J;:: ">':,j;,
2) Medi um Cheddar
.' '+c~'
3) Tasty Cheddar
c ',.';'~ !.-;"
4) Colby
B~' .... PROCESSED
1) Plain e.g. Chesdale
2) Smoked
3) Other Flavoured e.g. Curry, Chives, Onion
C. SPECIALTY
1) Blue Vein
2) Camembert
3) Cheshire
4) Danbo
5) Edam
6) Erbo
7) Fetta
8) Gouda
9) Gruyere
10) Havarti
11) Parmesan
12) Romano
D. CREAM AND COTTAGE CHEESE
1) Cottage Cheese
2) Cream Cheese
63.
APPENDIX 4
THE FAMILY BLQCKSlICKERS
~ ' .. ' , .
Old Label
New Lab~l
64.
APPENDIX 5
Per Capita Consumption of
Cheese A Compa'ri son Betw~en OECD Co'untri es
Country 1978
Austral ia
Canada 6.3 6.6
Denmark 9.6 9.0
France 15.4 16.2 17.0
Italy 11.3 11.0 11.7
Netherl ands 10.9 11.8 12.1
New Zealand 5.0 7.1 7.5
Switzerland 1 12.3
Uni ted Ki ngdom .5
U.S.A. 9.3 9.8
West Germany 11.8 12.8
Japan 0.5 0.6 0.7
Sources: Monthly Abstract of Statistics, Jan, Feb, 1979, Note of
the Month p. 3 and personal communcation with N.Z. Dairy
Board.
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APPENDIX 6
Price of Cheese Compared with Substitute
and Complementary Foods
FOod Items Average Retail Price ¢/kg % Change1970 1975 June 1979 1970-79 1975-79
Ch~ese (Tas ty) 94 166 240 155 45
Apples 31 52 60 94 15
Carrots 19 39 46 142 18
I3lade Steak 124 161 331 167 105
Hogget C~ops 91 137 280 207 104
BaCQn 174 346 563 223 63
Ham 270 479 730 170 52
Mince 95 110 255 168 132
Sausages 56 95 165 195 74
Fish - Fresh 112 209 402 259 92
Salmon Canned (220 gm) 235 373 504 114 35
Mil k (600 ml) 4 4 15 275 275
E\lgs doz. 50 79 112 124 42
l3utter 63 71 125 98 76
Bread - sliced wrapped 16 20 ·55 244 175
Iliscuits - Choc. wheaten 118 176 336 185 91
Cake _ Maderi a 91 149 278 205 87
.,Jam 67 107 198 196 85
Soup - Canned (450 gm) 53 68 113 113 66
Bilkecl Beans/Spaghetti Canned (450 gm) 48 73 114 138 56
Chocolate - large block 191 308 574 201 86
Consumer Price Index for Food(Base 1970 = ·100) 100 157 284 184 81
Sources: Department of Statistics, Prices Wagesiind LabQur, 1970, 1975, and
persona.] communication with Department of Statistics.
\
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APPENDIX 7
Ne~ Zeal anc:lHousehbTct CompOslti 61'1
! ;
, "
'-"1:: 2
3 - 4
Over 4
195: 3
220.'0
157 :,2
(000
t29.'1
232.9
180.8
households)
266 :9-" 324X 414.1'
250.2 274 .~',32~.
199.0 202.6 203.4~,
572.5 642.8 716.1 801. 7
% % % % %
-~-~ \.
h- 2'
3'''', 4
Ov!;r 4
34.1
38;4
275
35.6
36.3
28.1
37.3
34.9
27.8
40.5
34.2
25.3
"
(ii) Number of Childrena
~ 1-'
, ,
Hus'band arid Wife only
+'1' c~d 1d \,
Z dildren
"3 or more! 'children
100.0 100.0 100.0 100,:0,19.0.0,
'.' ,
100.0, ;'100::0; i10Ji);"O '"
. ,.'
,'i:,":'
a theperdntages are for hOllseholds of one complete'fa'mil:-/'On1Y:i:1
Cens.u,s,.!igu~:~were o~ lX avail ab1e from 1966.
Source: Department of Statistics, New Zealand. Census of
"', , C" j, J i "po,p,u,l atj,@J) and, ,Dwell i ngs 1956;: 1961 ;U96,6Yd:9ii':L1,; 1976:,,,;'·
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APPENDIX 8
Further Survey Results
TABLE 43
Outlet Used by Occupation and Age
of Head of Household
Professional Clerical TradesmenSales and Retired OtherManageri a1 Service Labourers
% % % % %
Supermarket 87.3 84.8 87.1 81.1 94.4
Grocer 25.3 12.5 9.6 24.4 5.6
Dairy 5.1 7.1 10.3 13.3 11.1
Delicatessen 6.3 5.4 1.7 3.3 0.0
Wholesaler 3.8 4.5 6.0 6.7 5.1
Cheese Factory 20.3 13.4 6.0 5.6 5.6
Valid Responses 79 112 116 90 18
Under 25 Yrs 25-34 Yrs 35-49 Yrs 50-64 Yrs Over 64 Yrs
% % % % %
Supermarket 92.5 85.1 87.7 82.7 83.3
Grocer 5.1 8.5 16.0 22.7 28.3
Dairy 7.5 10.6 8.5 6.4 13.3
Deli catessen 0.0 5.3 6.6 3.6 1.7
Wholesaler 2.5 4.3 5.7 6.4 5.0
Cheese Factory 5.0 11. 7 14.2 9.1 8.3
Valid Responses 40 90 106 110 60
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TABLE 44
Types of Cheddar and Colby Bought By
Occupation and Age of Head of Household
(controlled for Household Composition)
(il Occupation Professional Clerical Tradesmen
and Sales and and Retired Other
Managerial Service .Labourer
% % % % %
Households with:
No Chil dren
Mild 47.5 41. 7 52.1 38.2 60.6
Medium 22.5 20.4 14.6 12.4 20.0
Tasty 62.5 50.0 52.1 50.0 50.0
Colby 30.0 16.3 12.5 5.6 10.0
Valid Responses 40 48 48 89 10
Households with:
Chil dren
Mild 53.8 60.3 63.2 14.3
Medium 28.2 19.0 14.7 50.0
Tasty 43.6 42.9 32.4 42.9
Colby 26.3 19.0 17 .6 0.0
Valid Responses 39 63 68 1 4
All Households
Mild 50;6 52.3 58.6 37.8 41.2
Medium 25.3 19.6 14.7 13.3 33.3
Tasty 53.2 45.9 40.5 50.6 47.1
Colby 28.2 17.9 15.5 5.6 5.6
Valid Responses 79 112 116 90 18
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TABLE 44 (cont.)
(ii) Age Under 25-34 35-49 50-64 Over
25 Yrs Yrs Yrs Yrs 64 Yrs
Househo1ds with: % % % % %
No Children
Mild 60.0 62.5 55.6 57.3 62.7
Medium 23.3 33.3 14.3 9.4 20.3
Tasty 40.0 54.2 44.4 62.5 44.8
Colby 16.7 20.8 10.7 15.6 5.1
Val id Responses 30 24 27 96 59
Households with:
Children
Mild 50.0 44.9 34.6 71.4
Medium 20.0 18.6 21.8 28.6
Tasty 30.0 34.8 39.7 57.1
Colby 10.0 14.5 23.1 21.4
Val id Responses 10 69 78 14 1
All Households
Mild 57.5 50.5 60.0 40.9 36.7
Medium 22.5 22.3 19.8 11.8 20.0
Tasty 37.5 39.8 41.0 61.8 45.8
Col by 15.0 16.1 19.8 16.4 5.0
Valid Responses 40 73 106 110 60
Note: The percentages do not add up to 100 percent because some households
bought more than one type of cheese in the last month.
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TABLE 45
Size of Block Bought by Occupation and
Age of Head of Household(Controlled for Household Composition)
(i.) Occupation
Househo1d s wi th :
1-2 occupants
2-300 gms
4-500 gms
6-800 gms
900 gms - 1 kilo
1;' - 2 kil os
) 2;' kilos
Valid Responses
3-4 occupants
2-300 gms
4-500 gms
6-800 gms
900 gms - 1 kilo
1;' _ 2 kilos
) 2y, kil os
Valid Responses
Professional
and
Managerial
%
14.8
11. 5
37.0
29.6
3.7
0.0
27
%
0.0
2.9
41.2
52.9
2.9
2.9
34
Clerical
Sales and
Service
%
13.3
20.6
36.7
16.7
3.3
10.0
30
%
12.0
18.0
32.0
38.0
2.0
2.0
50
Tradesmen
and
Labourer
%
15.2
21.9
30.3
21.2
6.0
9.1
33
%
10.2
11. 9
33.9
37.3
0.0
5.1
.59
Retired
%
39.7
16.9
20.3
11.3
1.3
5.0
78
%
0.0
28.6
14.3
57.1
0.0
0.0
7
Other
%
28.6
33.3
0.0
~8.6
0.0
0.0
7
%
0.0
14.3
14.3
42.9
0.0
14.3
6
5 or more occupants
2-300 gms
4-500 gms
6-800 gms .
900 gms - 1 kilo
1;' - 2 kil os
) 2y, kilos
Valid Responses
All Households
2-300 gms
4-500 gms
6-800 gms
900 gms - 1 kilo
1;' - 2 kilos
::: 2;' kil os
Valid Responses
%
5.9
5.9
29.4
58.8
0.0
5.9
17
%
6.4
6.5
37.2
46.2
2.6
2.6
78
%
0.0
10.7
17.9
59.3
3.6
7.1
28
%
9.1
16.4
30.9
36.7
2.7
5.5
110
%
0.0
13.6
38.1
45.5
0.0
0.0
21
%
9.7
15.0
33.6
34.2
0.0
5.3
114
%
1
%
35.6
17.4
21.6
14.6
1.1
4.5
89
%
0.0
25.0
75.0
25.0
0.0
0.0
4
%
11.8
23.5
22.2
33.3
0.0
5.6
18
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TABLE 45 (cont.)
(i i) Age Under 25 Yrs 25-34 Yrs 35-49 Yrs 50-64 Yrs Over 64 Yrs
Househo Ids wi th :
1-2 occupants % % % % %
2-300 gms 0.0 13.6 35.3 22.7 40;4
4-500 gms 27.3 9.1 25.0 19.4 15.4
6-800 gms 54.5 40.9 11.8 24.3 22.2
900 gms
- 1 kilo 18.2 31.8 5.9 22.7 7.4
1~ - 2 kilos 0.0 4.5 0.0 1.3 3.7
;. 2\ kilos 0.0 0.0 17.6 6.7 6.7
Valid Responses 11 22 17 75 52
3-4 occupants % % % % %
2-300 gms 10.0 9.6 2.1 13.8 0.0
4-500 gms 28.6 13.5 4.2 17.2 0.0
6-800 gms 38.1 30.8 37.5 27.6 0.0
900 gms
- 1 kilo 19.0 42.3 45.8 41.4 100.0
1~ - 2 kilos 0.0 1.9 2.1 0.0 0.0
;. 2\ kilos 0.0 3.8 6.3 3.4 0.0
Valid Responses 20 52 48 29 4
5.or more occupants % % % % %
2-300 gms 0.0 0.0 2.6 0.0
4-500 gms 16.7 5.0 10.5 0.0
6-800 gms 66.7 26.3 31.6 0.0
900 gms - 1 kilo 0.0 55.0 54.1 100.0
1\ - 2 kilos 0.0 0.0 2.6 0.0
;. 2\ kil os 0.0 10.0 2.6 0.0
Valid Responses 6 20 38 3 1
All Households % % % % %
2-300 gms 5.6 8.5 7.7 19.3 36.8
4-500 gms 26.3 10.6 9.7 17.9 15.8
6-800 gms 47.4 32.3 31. 7 25.9 20.3
900 gms
- 1 ki 10 15.8 42.6 41.7 29.4 13.6
1~ - 2 kilos 0.0 2.1 1.9 0.9 3.4
" 2\ kil os 0.0 4.3 6.7 5.5 3.4
Valid Responses 38 94 104 109 59
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TABLE 46
Reasons Influencing Choi ceof-Type of Block By
Occupation and Age of Head of Household
- (i) Occupation
, lITastesl'
"Texture"
"On Special",
"The Brand"
"Pri ce per Kil 0"
"Bi9ger Block"
Valid Responses
- (in Age
Professional Clerical Tradesmen
and Sales and and Retired Other
Managerial - Servi ce Labourer
..' % % % .% %
96.1 91.7 98.2 87.1 93.8
77 .6 74.8 77.5 75.9 46.7
76.0 67.3 73.9 65.9_ 62.5
57.9 69.4 56.8 59.3 50.0
55.3 57.8 61.8 59.8 62;5
66.7 56.0 58.9 40.7 53.3
76 109 no 82 16
Under 25 Yrs 25~34 Yrs 35-49 Yrs 50-64 Yrs Over 64 Yrs
lITastesli
"Texture"
"On Special"
"The Brand"
"Price per Kilo"
"Bigger Blo~k"
Valid Responses
97.5 92.2 95.1
76.9 78.4 72.8
82.1 65;9 68.0
61. 5 57.3 62.1
64.1 58.4 55.3
65.8 62.9 60.6
39 89 103
94.2 87.7
74.5 74.5
74.0 64.3
63.4 60.0
63.4 -- 53.6
50.5 34.5
101 56
Note: The Percentages are the number of respondents in each group ranking
the reason as quite important. very important or important.
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TABLE 47
Reasons Influencing Choice of Type of Block by
Quantity of Cheddar Consumed
Rarea User Light User Medium User Heavy User
% % % %
"Taste" 93.3 91.0 96.2 91. 5
"Texture" 65.5 74.3 77 .1 77.2
"On Special" 48.3 69.9 73.7 72.9
"The Brand" 53.3 53.1 66.2 65.5
"Price per Kilo" 43.3 62.1 57.8 60.3
"Bigger Block" 43.3 50.3 61.0 63.2
Valid Responses 30 145 154 58
Rare 1-19<,\ expenditure and less than 100 gm/wk per capita
Li ght - 20-39<,\ " " " " 100-200 gm/wk per capita
Medium - 40-69ei " " " " 201-300 gm/wk " "
Heavy - Over 69<,\ " " greater than 300 gm/wk " "
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TABLE 48
Brand Recall for Cheddar Cheese
Top of Head
%
Total Recall
Unprompted
%
Tota1 Recall
Unp.rompted a
and Prompted
%
Anchor
Barrys' Bay
Cloverlea
Dairylea
Galaxy
Golden Bay
Kai koura
Koromiko
Mainland
Spring Valley
Rai Valley
Wa itohi
Val uemetri c
Private Brands
Other Brands
Valid Responses 419
0.5
20.0
4.3
6.4
0.7
1.2
2.6
6.7
7.4
1.0
3.8
19.3
7.2
1.2
1.7
2.4
44.1
13.3
16.3
3.4
4.5
10.5
21.0
19.4
7.6
10.7
36.5
19.1
4.6
5.3
17.9
37.5
36.3
46.5
22.9
25.1
30.3
40.6
50.1
c
27.0
37.7
40.8
1.4
7.6
a
"Top of Head" is the first unprompted response.
b Prompted recall is when the interviewer reads out the brand names
which were not recalled unprompted.
c Spring Valley was not tested for prompted recall.
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TABLE 49
Other Types of Cheese Bought by Age and
Occupation of Head of Household
(i) Occupation Professional Clerical Tradesmen
and Sales and and Retired Other
Managerial Service Labourer
% % % % %
Households with:
No Children
Processed 57.5 46.9 52.1 41.6 70.0
Speci alty 40.0 20.4 10.4 21. 3 20.0
Cottage or Cream 50.0 32.7 29.2 25.8 50.0
Valid Responses 40 49 48 89 10
Households with:
Children
Processed 56.4 58.7 57.4 37.5
Speci alty 17.9 25.4 14.7 0.0
Cottage or Cream 48.7 31. 7 33.8 50.0
Valid Responses 39 63 68 1 8 '
A11 Households
Processed 57.0 53.6 55.2 42.2 55.6
Speci a1ty 29.1 23.2 12.9 22.2 11.1
Cottage and Cream 49.4 32.1 31.9 26.7 50.0
Valid Responses 79 112 116 90 18
76.
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TABLE 50
Average Weekly Per Capita Expenditure on Cheese by
Occupation and Age of Head of Household
Profess i ona1 Clerical Tradesmen
(i) Occupation and Sales and and Retired Other
Managerial Service Labourer
Households with:
No Chil dren
1-2 occupants 82c (26)a 81c (29) 87c (33) 74c (75 ) 104c (6)
3-4 occupants 75c (12) 58c (17) 53c (13) 56c (6)
Over 4 occupants
Chil dren
3-4 occupants 52c (21) 57c (33) 62c (44 )
Over 4 occupants 55c (17) SIc (27) 48c (20)
All Households 66c (77) 62c (106) 65c (112 ) 74c (83) 76c (18)
( i i ) Age Under 25 Yrs 25-34 Yrs 35-49 Yrs 50-64 Yrs Over 64 Yrs
Households with:
No Children
1-2 occupants 81c (12) 109c (21) 69c(16 ) 89c (71 ) 67c (50)
3-4 occupants 53c (14) 69c (11) SOc (19)
Over 4 occupants 127c (3)
Chil dren
3-4 occupants 56c (7) 61c (47) 58c (38) 45c (9) 104c (4)
Over 4 occupants 52c (3) 46c (20) 57c (36) 37c (3)
All Households 68c (39) 69c (90 ) 61c (103) 76c (103) 70c (55)
a The numbers in brackets are the number of valid responses. Averages
were not included when there ~ere only several responses.
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TABLE 51
Times of Pay When Cheese is Served by
Occupation and Age of Head of Household
(i) Occupation Professional Clerical Tradesmen
and Sales and and Reti red Other
. Manageri a1 Service Labourer
% % % % %
Meal Times
Breakfast 27.8 27.7 25.0 11.1 33.3
Lunch 87.3 81.3 86.2 78.9 88.9
Evening Meal 32.9 43.8 31.9 37.8 50.0
Non-Meal Times
Morni ng 50.6 51.8 58.6 55.6 61.1
Afternoon 53.2 65.2 73.3 70.0 72.2
Pre-dinner 39.2 36.6 41.4 28.9 50.0
Supper 77.2 78.6 79.3 60.0 94.4
Valid Responses 79 112 116 90 18
(i i) Age Under 25-34 35-49 50-64 Over
25 Yrs Yrs Yrs Yrs 64 Yrs
% % % % %
Meal Times
Breakfast 32.5 23.4 30.2 19.1 15.1
Lunch 90.0 88.3 87.7 80.9 66.7
Evening Meal 30.0 33.0 47.2 33.6 45.0
Non-Meal Times
Morni ng 57.5 56.4 58.5 51.8 46.7
Afternoon 82.5 62.8 71.7 56.4 68.3
Pre-dinner 40.0 39.6 46.2 34.5 23.3
Supper 80.0 78.7 76.7 77.3 60.0
Va 1i d Responses 40 94 106 110 60
Note: The percentages are of those using cheese in that way at least once
a week.
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TAi3LE 53
Attitudes Towards Cheese by Occupation and
Age of Head of Household
(il Occupation Professional Clerical Tradesmen
Attitudes Statement and Sales and and Retired OtherManageri a1 Service Labourer
,/
% % % %"
1. Cheese is a substitute
agreeing agreeing agreeing agreei ng agreeing
for meat 50.6 45.0 55.7 58.9 66.7
2. Cheese is a substitute
for eggs 67.1 47.7 57.4 55.6 55.0
3. Cheese is a substitute
for puddings 69.6 66.7 52.2 64.4 55.6
4. A Cheese board completes
a satisfying dinner 73.4 72.1 63.5 71.9 61.1
5. Cheese is good value
for money 84.8 87.4 84.3 91.1 83.3
6. Too much cheese is bad
for your hea lth 38.0 26.4 27.8 22.2 44.4
Va 1i d Responses 79 110 115 90 181
(i i) Age Under 25-34 35-49 50-64 Over
Attitude Statement 25 Yrs Yrs Yrs Yrs 64 Yrs
% % %' % %
1. Cheese is a substitute
for meat 40.0 48.4 54.7 56.9 56.7
2. Cheese is a substitute
for eggs 42.5 49.5 60.4 57.8 58.3
3. Cheese is a substitute
for puddings 52.5 63.4 62.3 67.0 55.0
4. A cheese board completes
a satisfying dinner 40.0 72.0 67.0 75.2 76.3
5. Cheese is good value
for money 77.5 87.1 82.1 93.6 86.7
6. Too much cheese is bad
for your health 17.5 29.0 30.5 33.9 25.0
Va 1i d Responses 40 93 105 109 60
Note: The percentages for statements 1 to 6 are for those households that
II agreed':
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TABLE 54
Attitudes Towards Cheese by Quantity Purchased
Attitudes Statement
1. Cheese is a substitute
for meat
2. Cheese is a substitute
for eggs
3. Cheese is a substitute
for puddings
4. A cheese board completes
a satisfying dinner
5. Cheese is good value
for money
6. Too much cheese is bad
for your health
Valid Responses
Rare User Light User Medium User Heavy User
% % % %
agreeing agreeing agreeing agreeing
38.7 54.4 56.7 52.5
48.4 52.3 61.6 57.4
54.8 58.4 66.5 63.9
74.2 64.2 70.1 78.7
93.5 84.6 86.6 88.5
22.6 28.2 30.1 29.5
31 149 163 61
Note: The percentages for statements 1 to 5 are for those households that
"agreed" and the percentage for statement 6 is for those who
"disagreed".
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TABLE 55
Information Sources for Cheese
by Occupati on and Age of Kead of Kou.seho.l d
. Profess i ona1 Cl erica1 Tradesmen
(i) Occupation and and and . Retired Other
Managerial Service Labourer
Media % % % % %
T.V. Advertising 87.3 8L6 79.3 73.5 66.7
1. V. Programmes 7.6 10.5 3.4 6.1 5.6
Radio 17.7 2L9 24.1 14.3 16.7
Magazines 19.0 14.0 8.6 4.1 22.2
Newspapers 17.7 2L9 12.1 10.2 ILl
In Store Displays 27.8 26.3 34.5 19.4 38.9
Valid Responses 79 114 116 98 18
(ii) Age Under 25-34 35-49 50-64 Over25 Years Years Years Years 64 Years
Media % % % % %
1. V. Advertising 80.0 90.4 77 .6 74.6 72.3
1. V. Programmes 2.5 9.6 7.3 6.1 4.6
Radio 37.5 26.6 14.0 15.8 13.8
Magazines 10.0 13.8 15.0 8.8 6.2
Newspapers 20.0 17.0 13.1 16.7 9.2
In Store Displays 42.5 25.5 24.3 32.5 16.9
Valid Responses 40 94 107 114 65
Note: The percentages are for unprompted responses.
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TABLE 56
Recall of T.V. Advertising
byOccupatipn and Age of Head of Household
Professional Cleri cal Tradesmen(i ) Occupation and Sales and Reti red Other
Manageri a1 Service Labourer
% % % % %
"Bruce Forsythe" 63.3 66.7 63.8 42.9 50.6
"Bigger Block" 32.9 31.6 34.5 37.8 22.2
"Family Block" 31.6 29.8 20.7 16.3 16.7
Valid Responses 79 114 116 98 18
(i i) Age Under 25 25-34 35-49 50-64 Over 65Years Years Years Years Years
% % % % %
"Bruce Forsythe" 57.5 63.8 68.2 60.5 30.8
"Bigger Block" 30.0 29.8 29.0 36.8 36.9
"Family Block" 35.0 29.8 27.1 16.7 18.5
Valid Responses 40 94 107 114 65
Note: The percentages are for total unprompted recall.
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TABLE 57
Awareness of Family Block Sticker by Quantity of
Cheese Bought and Hours of T.V. Watched per Day
(i ) Quantity of Rare Light Medium Heavy
Cheese Bought User User User User
Aware of: % % % %
Old Label only 30.0 46.6 43.8 51.7
Both Labels or 46.7 41.9 44.4 27.8New Label
Neither 23.3 11.5 11.9 22.4
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Valid Responses 30 148 160 58
( i i ) Hours of T. V. 1 Hour 2 Hours 3 Hours 4 Hoursper Day or less or more
Aware of; % % % %
Old Label only 48.9 45.1 45.7 32.3
Both Labels or 32.6 46.1 40.7 51.6New Label
Neither 18.5 8.8 13.6 16.1
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Val id Responses 92 113 81 93
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TABLE 58
Knowledge of Family Block Sticker by
Occupation and Age of Head of Household
Professional Clerical Tradesmen
(i) Occupation and Sales and Reti red Other
Managerial Servi ce Labourer
Es ti mated % % % % %Weight
Less than 900 gm 24.1 24.8 32.8 26.1 16.7
900 gm 21.5 33.0 19.8 26.1 33.3
1 Kil 0 or more 11.4 12.8 17.3 7.9 5.6
Oon I t know 43.0 29.4 30.2 39.8 44.4
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Va1i d Responses 79 109 116 88 18
(ii) Age Under 25-34 35-49 50-64 Over 6525 Years Years Years Years Years
Estimated % % % % %Weight
Less than 900 gm 32.6 23.9 28'.3 24.8 24.1
900 gm 22.5 25.0 26.4 27.5 25.9
1 Kilo or more 10.0 21.7 5.7 14.7 6.8
Don't know 35.0 29.3 39.6 33.0 43.1
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Va1i d Res ponses 40 92 106 109 58
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TABLE 59
Knowledge of Family Block Sticker by
Quantity of Cheddar Bought and
Hours of T.V. Watched per Day
(i ) Quantity Rare Light Medium Heavy
Estimated User User User User
Weight % % % %
Less than 900 kg 25.8 23.6 31. 9 . 25.0
900 kg 22.6 27.7 25.2 25.0
1 Kilo or more 9.7 12.1 12.9 15.0
Don't know 41. 9 36.5 30.1 '35.0
-- --
100.0 100·0 100.0 100.0
Valid Responses. 31 148 63 60
(i i) Hours of T.V. 1 Hour 2 Hours' 3 Hours 4 Hoursper day or 1ess or more
Estimated Weight % % %. %
Less·than900 kg 28.7 28.9 26.5 22.1
900 kg 21.3 26.3 28.9 29.5
1 Kilb or more 13.8 7,1 17.1 13.7
Don't know 36.2 37.7 26.5 36.7
-- --
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Valid Responses 94 114 . 83 95
. ,\
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APPENDIX 9
A Comparison Between the 1972 Massey University
and tne 1979 Lincoln Resultsa
TABLE 60
Attitudes: A Comparison Between the
1972 and 1979 Survey Results
"Cheese is a "Cheese is a "Cheese is
Ranking Substitute for Substitute for Good Value forMeat" Eggs" Money"
1972 1979 1972 1979 1972 1979
% % % % % %
1. Agree strongly 13 12.2 11 7.9 33 20.6
2. Agree 24 40.8 28 47.7 42 65.9
3. Undecided 8 8.4 14 14.4 10 8.6
4. Disagree 23 32.6 29 26.1 9 3.6
5. Disagree strongly 32 6.0 19 3.8 6 1.2
- -
100 100.0 100 100.0 100 100.0
Agree (l + 2) 35 53.0 39 55.6 75 86.6
Disagree (3 + 4) 55 38.6 48 29.9 15 4.8
1972 1979 1972 1979
"I prefer cheese "Cheese is a
"Cheese is too "Too much cheeseto pudding as substitute for fattening" is bad for youra desert" for pudding" health"
% % % %
16 8.6 6 3.6
11 53.5 9 25.5
9 8.4 18 18.2
23 25.2 28 36.1
41 4.3 39 15.6
100 100.0 100 100.0
35 62.1 15 29.1
65 29.5 67 51.7
a
"A Consumer Study of the Domestic Cheese Market", Consumer Research
Report No.4, 1973, Market Research Centre, Massey University. The
Massey survey results were based on a sample of 1,022 New Zealand
households.
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TABLE 61
Buying Patterns: A Comparison Between
1972 and 1979 Survey Results
1972 1979(il Types of Cheese Bought % Households % Householdsin Last 6 Months
Cheddar - Mil d 77 56.5
- Medium 27.5
- Tasty 58 53.2
Colby 27 26.0
Processed - Plain 59 44.1
- Smoked 20 32.9
- Fl avoured 38.5
Blue Vein 16 20.6
Camembert 3.2
Cheshire 3 2.1
Danbo 3 4.3
Edam 3.1
Erbo 3 2.4
Fetta 3 5.7
Gauda 4 6.7
Gruyere 4 9.3
Havart 2 0.4
Parmesan 11. 5
Romano 0 1.7
Cottage 17 47.8
Cream 18 32.5
(i iJ Imported Cheese
Bought in 1as t: 17 (I yr) 15 (2 yrs)
(i i il Frequency of Buying
more than once a week 8 4.1
once a week 51 46.2
2 weeks 19 30.0
3 weeks - 1 month 15 16.1
longer 7 3.6
100 100.0
(iv) Outlet Used Total Christchurch %% %
Supermarket 58 56 86
Grocer 32 42 16
Dairy 6 12 9
Delicatessen 3 4 4
Wholesaler 3 8 5
Cheese Factory 11 3 11
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TABLE 62
Consumption Patterns: A Comparison Between
1972 and 1979 Survey Results
(i) Times of day when cheese served
%
Meal Times: Breakfast
Lunch
Evening Meal
Non-meal Times: Morning
Afternoon
Predinner
Supper
Cheese in Cut Lunches
(ii) Ways household has served cheese
Snacks: On its own
With bread
With biscuit
Toasted or grilled
In Meals: Cheese salad
Grated sprinkled as garnish
Cheese sauce/with pasta
With eggs
Cooked with vegetables
In pizzas
In baking
In fish dish
a Served in last 6 months.
b Served in the last year.
33
74
44
61
50
58
64
86
87
84
81
65
49 "(cheese sauce
only)
44 (omelettte
only)
44
61
37
23
81
36
53
65
36
73
56
84.6
76.7
90.7
93.3
84.4
79.4
79.3
76.0
58.9
67.0
63.1
48.7
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